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The California Independent System Operator Corporation (“CAISO”) commends the 
staff of the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and California 
Energy Commission (“CEC”) on their leadership throughout the Phase 2 resource 
adequacy (“RA”) process and on their diligence in producing a comprehensive and 
cogent Phase 2 Workshop Report (“Report”). The CAISO appreciates this opportunity to 
provide comments on the Report and assist Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) Wetzell in 
formulating a proposed decision that facilitates implementation of an initial iteration of 
the RA program by the Commission’s June 2006 goal.

In accordance with ALJ Wetzell’s Notice of Availability, dated June 10, 2005, the 
CAISO’s comments follow the format of the Report and respond, as appropriate, to the 
questions or topics set forth in Appendix A of the Notice of Availability.  The CAISO 
also complies with ALJ Wetzell’s request that any discussion of additional issues follow
the responses to the Appendix A topics.  The additional subjects were recently discussed 
at the CAISO’s June 22-23 stakeholder meeting on its Market Redesign and Technology 
Upgrade (“MRTU”) project and include: (1) the need to address off-season deliverability;
(2) availability obligation of short-start units; and (3) application of RA to “partial units.”

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The Report recognizes that RA is currently, and will be for the near future, an 
evolutionary process.  In fact, the Report admits that it addresses “foundational elements”
and “transitional features” of the RA framework.  President Peevey further emphasized
the provisional nature of Phase 2 in his February 28th Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling 
by promoting the ongoing evaluation and development of a capacity market.  President 
Peevey’s long-term view was shared by virtually all workshop participants who similarly
acknowledged that the efficiency and effectiveness of the durable RA requirement will be
enhanced through implementation of some form of capacity market.
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The CAISO strongly concurs that a capacity market, whether modeled after one of the 
eastern ISOs or otherwise, constitutes the best option to implement the Commission’s 
“capacity-based resource adequacy” end state.  The Report properly states that the 
outcome of this proceeding and the selection of transitional elements should be consistent 
with the development of capacity markets.  (Report at 19.)  However, it is inevitable that 
some transitional elements will be superfluous and others, despite best efforts, may be 
incompatible with the durable RA capacity-based end-state.  This reality, as well as the
imminent June 2006 effective date, requires that the Phase 2 order focus on key items
which (1) minimize implementation time and cost, (2) minimize potential market
disruption, and (3) best assure that resources are available when and where needed to 
maintain system reliability.

Using these criteria, the three components of the initial RA framework essential to the 
transition are:

Adoption of the local capacity obligation that incorporates the outcome of 
the CAISO’s local capacity analysis and stated operational requirements.  . 
Adoption of the deliverability values developed by the CAISO. 
Adoption of a basic compliance program.

The Report states that the “the primary purpose” of the Commission’s capacity-based
resource-adequacy requirement “is to provide for a sustainable revenue stream over time
that is missing from the capped energy markets so that physical generation remains
economically viable to be available when and where required and that new resources 
come online in a timely fashion.”  (Report at 7.)  The local capacity obligation constitutes 
the single most vital factor in achieving RA’s stated objectives in the near-term transition
period for several reasons.1  First, under the CAISO’s proposed Market Redesign and 
Technology Update (“MRTU”) project, units in load pockets are most at risk of being 
subject to bid mitigation.  (See, e.g., CAISO White Paper: Market Power Mitigation
Issues for Resolution in the Summer 2005 Stakeholder Process, May 11, 2005.)  The 
CAISO’s local capacity study criteria identified the minimum quantity of capacity 
necessary to maintain reliable grid operation under diverse, but not all, system conditions 
and major contingency scenarios.  In doing so, the CAISO’s study defines an obligation 
for load serving entities (“LSEs”) to procure in load pockets that encompasses many, and 
in some local areas most, of the units that require a capacity payment to remain
economically viable.  The local capacity element, therefore, greatly advances both the 
adequacy and security objectives of the Commission’s RA requirement.

Second, the local capacity obligation is defined in a manner that builds toward the desired 
capacity-based, possibly eastern-style ISO RA requirement.  It does so by limiting
eligibility to physical, identifiable resources that must make themselves available to the 

1 It should be noted that the CAISO views the local capacity obligation as transitional for many
local areas.  The CAISO is committed to identifying and encouraging the development and construction of
economic transmission solutions to eliminate transmission constrained load pockets.  The CAISO believes
that consumers can benefit from expanding energy markets that result from the cost-effective removal of
local transmission bottlenecks.
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CAISO at all times, subject only to legitimate physical constraints and forced and 
planned outages.  The details of the availability obligation are further set forth below and 
the experience gained in contracting to comply with this requirement can be utilized to 
facilitate the development of mutually agreeable commercial terms for future capacity-
based transactions.

Third, and a corollary to the foregoing, the adoption of the CAISO’s local capacity 
obligation moderates the incompatibility of the Commission’s capacity-based RA end-
state and any interim eligibility of certain existing contractual supply arrangements, e.g., 
“Firm LD” contracts.  Firm LD contracts defeat the purpose of RA by, among other 
things, often failing to include a capacity component in its pricing, preventing an 
effective deliverability assessment, and obfuscating the source of generation, which can 
lead to double-counting of capacity.  The CAISO believes the Commission should 
establish a bright-line rule prohibiting intra-control area system contracts entered into 
after the date of the Phase 2 decision from qualifying as RA capacity.2  Accommodation 
for existing contractual resources should be made and Firm LD arrangements should 
remain an effective energy hedge in an LSE’s portfolio.

Local capacity is essential, but insufficient in and of itself, to ensure reliable operation of 
the grid.  Overall system conditions and load must be met.  In the interim, to the extent 
existing contractual resources are to be accommodated, it is important to prevent reliance 
on imports at a level incompatible with the system’s physical realities.  The CAISO’s 
assessment of import deliverability rests on historical, and therefore viable, import levels.
Accordingly, the Commission must adopt the CAISO’s import deliverability analysis as 
an essential feature of its Phase 2 order.

Finally, the CAISO does not hold out much optimism for the success of a RA system
based on a “trust us” approach.  A central function of the RA requirement is to provide a 
revenue stream that induces infrastructure investment by permitting suppliers to receive 
their going forward fixed costs not provided by mitigated energy markets.  Simply put, 
RA has a cost.  LSEs will naturally attempt to avoid these costs.  Accordingly, the RA 
requirement must have an economic consequence for non-compliance or it will fail.  Yet, 
compliance poses the greatest challenge in the near term.  The Report correctly
acknowledges that any compliance feature cannot, and should not, place the CAISO in 
the position of having to interpret bilateral contracts or accommodate myriad operating 
and contractual limitations.  The CAISO offers several options that avoid this 
consequence.

2 The CAISO notes that D.04-10-035 accepted as RA capacity system import transactions 
deliverable at an inter-tie that satisfy certain requirements. System contracts, whether designated for
delivery at inter-ties or scheduling point(s) internal to the CAISO Control Area, should be identified in the
LSEs RA report whether the contract quantity will be credited toward the LSE’s import allocation.
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II. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SET FORTH IN REPORT

2.A.1. The CPUC Staff / CAISO Proposal To Define Buyer And Seller Obligation

2. The Commission must determine whether to adopt the CPUC staff / CAISO 
proposal to make the RA obligation applicable to both LSEs and suppliers of RA 
resources.

In his ACR on Capacity Markets, President Peevey recognized that “[a] centralized 
capacity market may make compliance and enforcement of the RAR more manageable.”
(ACR at 4.)  It does so, in large part, because of the ability to clearly delineate and assign 
separate obligations to LSEs and suppliers through a centrally administered tariff.  The
Report acknowledges that the Commission staff/CAISO proposal to “split” the RA 
obligations between LSEs and suppliers “builds on the experience in the Eastern 
markets.”  The CAISO strongly agrees with President Peevey that the RA end-state 
should include some form of centralized capacity market and, as such, supports the 
Report’s proposed assignment and general definition of parties’ respective long-term RA 
obligations.

However, the Commission’s Phase 2 order must permit the efficient implementation of
RA on June 2006.  The Report fails to clearly indicate whether the split obligation 
proposal is intended to apply immediately during the transition period and to what extent, 
or simply to establish guidance for continuing capacity market design efforts.  If the 
former, the CAISO has several observations. First, the obligation on the generator to 
have its quality capacity linked to performance cannot be realized in the short-term.  As 
discussed further below, eligibility for capacity payments cannot be linked to 
performance of individual resources during the initial implementation in June 2006.
Inclusion of performance standards are critical to the success of RA and must be part of
the durable end-state, but development of these standards realistically preclude imposing
any performance metric on suppliers at this time.

Second, the likely decision to grandfather existing resources will greatly impact 
implementation of the split obligation.  The Report states that “LSEs must obligate the
seller to abide by the requirements in the CAISO tariff that the generator must meet.”
(Report at 24.)  Even assuming the appropriate RA provisions are included in the CAISO 
tariff in time for June 2006, LSEs will not be able to “obligate” their existing resources to 
comply with these provisions absent contractual amendment. It is unrealistic to assume
that all existing resource arrangements would be reopened and modified between the time
of the Phase 2 order and the LSE showing (if assumed to be 90 days after the Phase 2 
order).

Third, the fundamental characteristic of a Firm LD contract is that the supplier need not
identify a particular resource to satisfy the delivery obligation.  There is likely to be 
substantial complexity and variability in the terms of these contracts – e.g., when can 
they be called, with what notice, under what other terms?  The CAISO cannot be placed 
in a position of having to interpret bilateral contracts and then accommodating myriad
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operating and contractual limitations in the forward markets and real time to establish a 
"customized" must-offer obligation for such resources.  As such, RA obligation of any 
resource may change day-to-day and hour-to-hour because a resource supplying an RA
contract may or may not be a RA listed resource.  Thus, the obligation to be listed and to 
bid into the CAISO’s day-ahead market may not apply to Firm LD suppliers.

During the transition period, when Firm LDs are eligible to count as RA capacity and a 
standard product is not defined either through the CAISO’s tariff or through the market,
the CAISO offers two alternative approaches. The first adopts the Report’s allocation of
compliance functions between the CAISO and Commission, but with a modification.
The CAISO can track compliance with local capacity and all other physical capacity 
whether or not subject to use limitations and a use plan.  The characteristics for local 
capacity are discussed in detail in the CAISO’s RAR Local Capacity Procurement Straw 
Proposal, attached hereto as Attachment A.3  However, with respect to other contractual 
arrangements, if the physical resources supporting the RA contract are not identified 
before the close of the day-ahead market, the CAISO proposes that LSE’s relying on such 
RA contracts assume cost responsibility for any resulting consequences.  Specifically,
this includes a share of start up and minimum load cost associated with non-RA resources 
that the CAISO may incur to ensure enough units are on line to meet its day-ahead load 
forecast. The share is based on the amount of RA contract volume that remained financial 
(not tied to a physical resource) in the day-ahead market. Since financial contracts can be 
used for system-wide RA only (all local RA must be physical), this allocation is in line 
with MLCC cost allocation of Amendment 60 and represents a refinement to allocate the 
cost to the zonal load on a LSE specific basis. This same cost allocation could also 
persist after implementation of MRTU and RUC.

Further, if the resource is an import schedule (at a designated scheduling point), the 
obligation to make the resource available in the day-ahead market should rest on one 
party that agrees to act on behalf of both parties to schedule or bid the relevant import.

A second option is to focus on defining and enforcing LSE obligations after the fact 
based on their performance in the day-ahead, hour-ahead and real-time markets.
Each LSE is obligated to secure resources, and to bid or schedule those resources in 
amounts sufficient to serve their load.  Each LSE provides the CAISO with information
on the resources and the responsible SCs that are meeting their RA requirement.  The 
CAISO can verify after the fact that the LSE scheduled and bid sufficient resources in 
each hour to serve its load and provide whatever portion of the 15% reserve may remain
after consideration of load forecast error, forced outages and any other eligible 
adjustments.  This approach ignores resource constraints and places responsibility on the 
LSE in how it schedules and bids its resources, including management of energy-limited
resources.  Resource performance would be enforced through the existing tariff terms – 
Uninstructed Deviation Penalties, No Pay for Ancillary Services and the CAISO’s 
Enforcement Protocol.

3 For the record, in addition to Attachment A, the CAISO includes the following: Attachment B –
Local Capacity Technical Analysis: Overview of Study Report and Preliminary Results (June 23, 2005) and
Attachment C – Preliminary Deliverability Baseline Analysis Study Report (May 3, 2005).
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Another component of an after-the-fact review is the imposition of a penalty on LSEs
who are short of meeting their RA obligation and end up relying on the CAISO’s real-
time spot markets.  Those LSEs will be charged a multiple (e.g., 3 times) the spot market
price, whereas those that were not short would pay the regular price.  The advantage of 
this penalty system is that it is tied to the market impact of insufficient RA.

3. The Commission must also decide whether a qualified resource should count for 
the life if its contract with the LSE, even it is de-rated is subsequent years due to 
performance.

The CAISO strongly believes that creating a fixed level of qualifying capacity during the 
life of an agreement improperly bestows resources a “free ride” with respect to 
availability and performance in contravention of the foundational RA goal of promoting
reliability.  Incentives for maintaining and operating units efficiently must be part of the 
durable resource adequacy paradigm.  As noted by the Report, “[q]ualification to be a RA 
resource should provide an incentive for plant investments/upgrades and a reduction in 
forced outage rates thus holding the potential to lower the overall reserve requirement
and costs.”  (Report at 27.)  Virtually all regions implementing a formal resource 
adequacy program include performance metrics that affect qualifying capacity.  In D.04-
10-035, the Commission committed to evaluating performance metrics in the “second 
generation” of RA.  California should not be in isolation on this element and the 
Commission should not take action inconsistent with the Commission’s prior 
commitment.

The primary argument in favor of maintaining the level of qualified capacity of a 
resource over the life of an agreement, irrespective of generator performance or 
availability, is that de-rating the capacity would undermine the objective of encouraging
long-term contracting.  This justification is overstated and should be ignored.  If the rules 
for de-rating are reasonably clear, market participants can mutually agree upon an 
acceptable allocation of performance risk within their agreements.  As such, the 
implementation of performance metrics for determining qualifying capacity should not 
establish a barrier to long-term contracting.4  The CAISO does not believe, however, that 
the Commission5 should attempt to apply the specific means to measure performance and 

4 The Report notes that the planning reserve margin (“PRM”) “may warrant adjustment after 
gaining experience with measuring performance of RA resources.”  Modifying the PRM to reflect system
performance follows the practice employed by the Eastern ISOs. However, the Eastern ISO’s have
performance incentives (i.e., §4.5 of the NYISO Installed Capacity Manual) and generally utilize a “loss of 
load expectancy or loss of load probability” of one day in ten years that takes resource performance, import
limitations, and internal resources into considerations (i.e., §2.3-2.5 of the NYISO Installed Capacity
Manual). The CAISO advocates implementing a similar LOLP or LOLE methodology as the means to
adjust the PRM in the future following experience with the RA program.
5 The Report states that “[t]he specific means to measure performance and the process for 
determining the qualifying capacity has not yet been defined by the CAISO.”  (Report at 27.)  The
implication that the CAISO has been dilatory in this regard is unwarranted.  The Commission explicitly
assigned this topic to the Commission’s “second generation” RA efforts.  (D.04-10-035 at 48.)
Accordingly, not only is it unclear whether this matter is ripe for development, but it is also unclear that the
Commission has delegated this responsibility to the CAISO.
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the process for determining qualifying capacity for compliance-year 2006 (consistent 
with D.04-10-035).  The Commission should immediately upon conclusion of Phase 2, 
and perhaps as part of the investigation of capacity markets, begin the process for 
defining the performance metrics.  In the meantime, the Phase 2 decisions should require 
that all RA qualifying contracts entered into after publication of the Phase 2 decision 
must include a provision permitting incorporation of any future Commission rule or
CAISO Tariff provision linking qualifying capacity to performance of individual 
resources.

If the rules for de-rating qualifying capacity on performance are clearly defined, it 
follows, consistent with the markets implemented in the eastern ISOs, that an “installed
reserve margin” would be converted to an “unforced capacity requirement.”  However, 
prior to making such a conversion, the installed planning reserve margin should be 
established based on a “loss of load probability” analysis of, on average, no more than
once in ten years.  The LOLP approach provides great value because the Commission
would be effectively determining the level of reliability that is expected from the RAR.
The current, static PRM does not consider the effect of system performance changes, 
including the appropriate PRM if new, more reliable resources are constructed.

2.A.2.2. CAISO Commitment Of Resource Adequacy Resources

4. The Commission must determine whether to take the position that an extension of 
theMust-offer and associated waiver process is necessary to facilitate 
commitment of RA resources until MRTU is implemented, and if so what cost 
information for RA resources will be presented to the CAISO to factor into their 
dispatch decisions. 

Any order by the Commission must recognize that the current FERC must offer 
requirement represents two distinct elements:  (1) an obligation that if certain units either 
do not schedule/bid all capacity into the CAISO markets, they must apply for a must offer 
waiver from the ISO, and operate/bid units into the CAISO’s real time market if the 
CAISO denies this waiver request, and (2) a process by which the CAISO receives
waiver requests, issues approvals or denials, and then provides compensation for any 
units that are denied a waiver and operate in real time.  So, there are two parts to this
question: (1) whether to extend the existing must offer obligation and (2) whether there is 
a need for the must offer waiver process. These are addressed separately below:

(1) Extension of the Obligation 

Prudence and common sense suggest that dramatic regulatory changes should not be 
implemented without some test period or backstop mechanism.  This reasonable 
philosophy supports deferring whether the must offer obligation should continue until
after the RA requirements are specified, information on efforts by LSE’s to procure 
resources to meet the requirements is available, and experience with operation of the grid 
pursuant to the RAR is gained.  A countervailing concern is that the existence of an 
overlapping must-offer backstop will dilute the incentive of LSEs to contract with 
resources.  While the CAISO acknowledges suppliers’ concerns, the CAISO believes that 
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on balance the must-offer obligation should be eliminated only after the RAR has been in 
place for some time and the CAISO gains confidence that sufficient resource have been
procured and will be made available to the CAISO to ensure system and local reliability
in real time.   Based on the current schedule for RAR implementation starting in June 
2006, the CAISO anticipates that it may be impractical to gain sufficient experience upon 
which to determine the efficacy of maintaining the must-offer obligation until after the
summer of 2006.  Thus, there may be a relatively narrow window of time between the 
point when the CAISO can determine whether there is a continuing need for the must-
offer obligation, and the implementation of MRTU in February 2007.

 Ultimately, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) will determine
whether or not the must-offer obligation endures beyond implementation of RAR.
Consistent with the foregoing, the CAISO anticipates advocating before FERC that the 
must-offer obligation not automatically terminate upon implementation of RAR in June 
2006, but that the CAISO seek its termination at the earliest possible time thereafter, 
which as a practical matter is unlikely to be prior to implementation of MRTU.

(2) The Must-Offer Waiver Process 

The must offer waiver process – or some modified version of the process – must remain
in place until implementation of an alternative day ahead security constrained unit 
commitment mechanism as part of MRTU. Simply put, since there is no forward energy 
market and no formal unit commitment service in the day-ahead market prior to MRTU, 
the must offer waiver process to ensure adequate units are committed to meet the ISO’s 
load forecast is necessary.  The CAISO’s ancillary services market fails to offer a viable 
alternative.  Ancillary services constitute a high quality product, i.e., 10-minute
responsive, and the amount the CAISO must obtain is based on Minimum Operating 
Reliability Criteria (MORC) around 7% of load forecast.  Must-offer waiver capacity
generally addresses underscheduled load, which need not all be satisfied by 10-minute
responsive supply.  Energy from the must-offer capacity can be predispatched to meet
projected need.  Buying more ancillary services (high quality product) instead would 
encourage generators to increase the ancillary services price (i.e., increasing the demand
against a fixed supply curve) and exacerbate any market power suppliers may already 
possess in the CAISO’s ancillary services markets.  Moreover, the ancillary services 
market is not a unit commitment market and does not consider start-up and no-load costs.
Thus, it is possible to call on a resource for say 10MW of ancillary services, but that 
amount is below its minimum load of the unit. 

5. The CPUC must decide whether to adopt (or modify) the SVMG working proposal 
for standard contract language. The CPUC should consider how any changes to 
standard contracting elements should be incorporated into the Renewable 
Procurement Standard (RPS) contracting process. 

The CAISO supports the formulation of a standard capacity product.  The creation of 
standardized capacity product is critical to measuring compliance and ensuring 
enforcement under a capacity oriented the top-down or bottom-up approach (under the 
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bottom-up the product may have a menu of several different temporal terms, i.e., 6x16, 
5x8, etc.).  Nevertheless, the CAISO believes it is premature for the Commission to 
formally adopt the specifics of the SVMG contract/confirm language.  The SVMG 
capacity product proposal verifies, however, that once the Commission has established 
the attributes of eligible capacity, the market will respond expeditiously.

The Report emphasizes Commission staff’s understanding that D.04-10-035 “adopted a 
capacity-based resource adequacy requirement.”  As a general matter, the Joint Parties
“Proposal for Load Forecast and Year/Month Ahead Showing That Supports an All 
Hours RAR,” served on April 27, 2005, sets forth a proper foundation for the defining the 
attributes of RA capacity.  The Joint Parties identified three attributes: (1) capacity is 
deliverable to CAISO load; (2) capacity is verifiable and physical; and (3) capacity is 
available to the CAISO markets.  The CAISO notes that under the durable RA paradigm, 
the physical capacity must be verifiable at the time the LSE makes its ex ante showing of 
RA compliance.  A financial contract that may ultimately become physical, but does not 
identify the unit associated with the contract at the time of the showing, does not meet the 
definition.  This precludes the intra-control area system or “Firm LD” contracts from
counting towards RAR.  Therefore, while the Commission may agree to count certain 
existing resources as RA capacity during some transition period, the durable definition of 
capacity adopted by the Commission should facilitate procurement of capacity resources 
that comply with the RA end-state that anticipates an organized capacity market.

Section II, entitled “Essential Elements,” of the SVMG proposal also sets forth 
appropriate definitional details that should guide the Commission’s opinion on the 
attributes of RA capacity.  Nevertheless, the CAISO has several clarifications of SVMG’s 
view of the “availability” obligation.  First, to the extent the Contract Quantity is not 
unavailable due to a forced or planned outage, the Contract Quantity (or the remaining
portion) must be fully accounted for either as (1) scheduled energy to load within the 
CAISO, (2) scheduled to provide day-ahead Ancillary Services, or (3) with respect to any 
residual Contract Quantity not scheduled, bid into the CAISO’s real-time energy and 
Ancillary Services markets.  Second, as explained in Part II of these comments, and 
contrary to SVMG’s Section II.5.C.i.2, short-start units will not be eligible for a must-
offer waiver either before or after implementation of MRTU.  Short-start units are those
with an ability to perform a cold start in less than 2 hours and must remain available to 
the CAISO through real-time.  Third, again, with respect to short-start units, the absence 
of accepted Ancillary Services bids in the day-ahead does not excuse the unit from
participating in CAISO markets through real-time.  (See, II.5.d.i.)

Moreover, as the Commission is well aware, the parties are divided on whether the 
CAISO should pay an availability payment to all capacity that is committed in the MRTU
residual unit commitment (“RUC”) process. The recent FERC Order regarding the 
CAISO's MRTU briefly addressed the issue of RUC availability payments. [cite page
136]  It appears that FERC is seriously considering that all resources that are available in 
the RUC should be paid an availability payment based on the clearing price for RUC 
capacity. To the extent the Commission wishes to ensure the RA resources are committed
based on zero price, then the RAR contracts should require the resource to bid at a zero
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price. The CAISO has consistently taken the position that RA resources would be flagged 
in MRTU and would have a zero priced bid for availability consideration in RUC.  As a 
practical matter, this would result in RUC clearing prices of $0 for those hours where 
sufficient RA capacity exists.  In those hours where additional capacity is necessary and 
the capacity participates with an availability bid greater than zero, then the RUC clearing 
price would be paid to all resources.  However, to avoid the possibility of paying for the 
capacity twice – once through the RA contract and again through the availability 
payment, the RA contract must provide for CAISO availability payments to be credited 
back to the LSE.

3.A.1. CEC Review Of Preliminary Load Forecasts

6. The CPUC must decide the process it will pursue in the event that the CEC 
highlights noncompliance issues associated with forecasting. Parties are asked to 
propose options to safeguard against non-compliance. 

7. The CPUC must decide whether to provide for a process for LSEs to resolve
disputes with the CEC in the event there is disagreement regarding the forecasts. 
The CPUC must outline the process. 

8. The CPUC must decide whether it will formally adopt the CEC forecasts and the 
associated resource adequacy obligation on a yearly basis. Or in the alternative, 
the CPUC may want to decide whether it’s appropriate to delegate the task of 
formally adopting forecasts to the CEC in the Phase 2 final decision. 

9. The CPUC must decide how the formal yearly adoption of the forecast and 
reserve obligations will work with the timing of the reporting requirements to 
allow LSEs sufficient time to meet the obligation.

The CAISO does not believe it prudent or necessary to include an after-the-fact
enforcement mechanism to combat the threat of inaccurate data submissions and other 
potential abuses by LSEs with respect to forecasting requirements.  In D.04-10-035, the 
Commission rejected the “current customer” approach to load forecasting advocated by
the IOUs, the CAISO and TURN.  Instead, the Commission adopted the “best estimate”
approach.  The current customer approach offers a more straightforward and simple
methodology for developing LSE obligations involving less LSE subjectivity (i.e., 
assessment of future commercial relations) and, therefore, affords less opportunity for 
abuse.  The Commission recognized the possibility of gaming under the best estimates
approach and stated an intention to “establish a tracking system that compares forecasts 
with actual loads and creates penalties for excessive deviations.”  (D.04-10-035.)
However, delineating in advance a bright-line for what constitutes an excessive deviation 
is likely to be highly contentious.  The use of a 1 in 2 year forecast and the timing of the 
forecast well in advance of the relevant operating period will inevitably lead to 
divergence between the forecast and actual loads and adding some acceptable 
“headroom” to prevent penalizing good faith error may compel acceptance of a 
significant deadband.  The creation of this deviation deadband will serve only to insulate
and encourage inaccurate forecasts in the amount of the deadband.
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The eastern ISOs do not employ after-the-fact load-forecasting penalties.  Two factors 
seem to underlie the absence of a penalty mechanism, both of which are applicable to 
California’s situation.  First, the eastern ISOs rely on the soundness of the forecasting 
methodology, the expertise of the forecasting entity, and an expeditious ex ante dispute 
resolution mechanism.  The CEC was selected to develop LSE forecasts as a means to 
leverage the CEC’s expertise in this area.  Accordingly, the CEC should be given the 
authority to exercise this expertise to determine each LSE’s RA load obligation.    The 
CEC’s determination, whether through Commission delegation or summary adoption, 
must be binding on the LSE and subject only to an expedited ex ante dispute resolution
procedure.

The CAISO recognizes that, in part, any forecasting expertise depends on the presence of 
historical or background data of sufficient quality to allow the CEC to generate accurate
forecasts and identify aberrant LSE forecasts.  In this regard, D.04-10-035 directed LSEs
to provide the Commission and the CEC hourly forecasted load data as well as “their up-
to-date accounting of their current customers and loads.”   The data should also include
customer contract termination dates.  Subject to appropriate safeguards for 
confidentiality, the CAISO proposes to work with stakeholders and the CEC to allow the 
CEC access to Settlement Quality Meter Data for Scheduling Coordinator load.6
Accordingly, the CEC should be given the authority to exercise this expertise to 
determine each LSE’s RA load obligation.  The CEC’s determination must be binding 
on the LSE, subject to an expedited dispute resolution procedure.

The CAISO proposes the following dispute resolution procedures that are based on the 
NYISO and consistent with the draft “critical path” timeline set out in Table 1 of the 
Report.  The Report timeline has LSEs submitting forecast data to the CEC in May.  The 
CEC prepares forecasts in June and, under the timeline, makes forecast adjustments and 
reports problems to the Commission in July.  Given that local capacity procurement is on 
an independent track, the timeline appears to provide the LSEs with approximately 3 
months to procure in compliance with the CEC July forecasts.  Under the following, 
LSEs will continue to have 3 months to procure, except that to the extent incremental
load is disputed, the timeline for that procurement is reduced to approximately 2 months
(it is assumed the LSE will not procure the disputed amount until after dispute
resolution).

Date Activity
July 1 CEC publishes forecasts
July 6 LSE provide written response of 

error if informal attempt at 
resolution fails
Select arbitrator 

July 11 CEC provides written reply 

6 The CAISO recognizes that some SCs represent multiply LSEs  so that the SC would have to 
submit the SQMD unaggregated.
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July 26 Arbitrator provides opinion 

The CEC or Commission shall keep a list of at least ten (10) qualified arbitrators.  These 
arbitrators should be selected at a Commission workshop held for that purpose.  The 
arbitrator shall be selected randomly from the list until an available arbitrator is found.
The cost of the arbitrator shall be borne by the disputing LSE.  No person shall be eligible 
to act as an arbitrator in any dispute in which he or she was a past or present officer, 
employee of, or consultant to any of the disputing parties, or of an entity related to or 
affiliated with any of the disputing parties, or is otherwise interested in the matter.   There 
shall be not right to discovery.  However, the arbitrator may request additional 
information.  The arbitrator can resolve the matter solely on the basis of written material,
but may, at the arbitrator’s discretion, hold a one (1) day hearing.  The decision must be 
made within 20 days of the appointment of the arbitrator. The decision of the arbitrator 
shall be final and binding, except that an appeal can be made on grounds of fraud or 
demonstrable bias.  An appeal does not stay the arbitrator’s decision.  (See, NYISO § 
5.16.)

This is unlikely to be overly burdensome in that the disputes will generally relate to an
incremental portion of the LSE’s load obligation.  In addition, over time as the LSEs and 
the CEC refine their analyses and expectations, the level of disputes should diminish.
More importantly, under a centralized capacity market, the current customer 
methodology is generally applied because load migration can be accommodated through 
monthly true ups that are facilitated by the presence of a residual auction.  Consequently, 
by transitioning to a centralized capacity market, the disputes over forecasting should 
inherently diminish.

3.A.3. CAISO & CEC Preparation Of After-The-Fact Performance Reports

10. The Commission must decide the process for determining whether sanctions are 
warranted in the event that the CEC determines that load forecasts were 
inappropriate, or alternatively, whether there is a more upfront means to provide 
LSEs with their capacity procurement target that reduces the need for after-the-
fact second-guessing and potentially a burdensome Commission process for 
sanctions. As discussed in Section 6.D. and 6.E., the Commission must decide 
whether, and to what extent, the CAISO should have the responsibility for 
enforcing the RAR.

Above, the CAISO responds to the issue of establishing sanctions for load forecast error 
and how to eliminate after-the-fact second-guessing.  Here, the CAISO responds to the 
question regarding the whether, and to what extent, the CAISO should have responsibility 
for enforcing RA forecasting responsibilities.  Enforcement of LSE obligations during the 
interim transitional period, including those relating to load forecasting and ex ante 
procurement obligations are properly within the jurisdiction of the Commission.  The 
CAISO assumes that the Commission will reexamine the CAISO’s role in enforcement,
on both the load and supply side, as part of President Peevey’s ongoing evaluation of 
capacity markets.
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3.B.1. CAISO Periodic Assessment Of Local Capacity Requirements

11. The CPUC and CAISO must work to ensure that the determination of the local 
capacity requirements are coordinated with the overall RA timeline. 

The CAISO’s response to this question first addresses the procedural aspects or timeline
for implementing the local capacity requirements and second address issued concerning 
the scope of the local capacity obligation.

Local Capacity Timeline 

Period 1 – Before RAR Implementation

The CAISO intends to use the current Reliability Must-Run (“RMR”) criteria to 
designate RMR Units in the 2006 Local Area Reliability Service (“LARS”) process and 
will propose a policy as described below to integrate the LARS 2006 process with the
Commission’s RAR local capacity process.  Under current RMR contract, the CAISO 
must provide notice of any extensions to the applicable RMR Owners not later than 
October 1, 2005 for the 2006 Contract Year.  The CAISO will not know whether the 
extensions should be for less than a calendar year prior to October 1; therefore the 
CAISO intents to extend the 2005 RMR Units identified as required to meet the RMR 
Criteria for the entire 2006 Contract Year.  If an LSE contracts with an RMR Unit 
designated for 2006 that meets the local RAR capacity requirement in terms of location, 
characteristics, and dispatch rights, the CAISO would be willing to terminate the RMR
Agreement as to those RMR Units early with mutual agreement of the RMR Owner.  To 
facilitate this, any agreement between the LSE and RMR Unit Owner designed to meet
the RAR local capacity obligation should stipulate that the RMR Unit Owner be willing 
to mutually agree with the CAISO to terminate the RMR Agreement effective midnight
on May 31, 2006.  If capacity procured by the LSEs does not satisfy the local capacity 
requirement, the CAISO would continue to rely on the RMR Units, both extended and 
newly designated for 2006, and the existing must-offer process in addition to the RAR 
capacity procured by LSEs.

Period 2 - Beyond 2006

The implementation of LARS and its relationship to the RAR process for years beyond 
2006 will be determined after the Commission issues a ruling on the RAR.  When the 
must-offer obligation is no longer applicable and the RAR is fully implemented, the 
CAISO would execute a new reliability contract for any capacity required to satisfy the 
local capacity requirement to the extent LSEs have not procured sufficient capacity.
With respect to the timing issues presented above, the first issue will be resolved because 
the Commission’s RAR local capacity obligation should apply for the entire year 
beginning in 2007.  However, the timing of the CAISO’s procurement will remain an 
issue in future years.  There are two potential alternatives: (1) request that the date by 
which the Commission requires LSEs to provide the showing for 2007 and beyond be 
advanced to September 1 or earlier each year for local capacity purposes (this would 
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provide sufficient time for the CAISO to designate and execute a new reliability 
agreement for any additional units required to satisfy the local capacity requirements or 
(2) the new reliability Contract Year would be shifted to accommodate the September 30 
date.  The CAISO prefers the first of these two. 

Proposed Future LARS and RAR Schedule
End of January CAISO requests base cases and load forecast for the following year from

the TOs and LSEs.
February-March TOs develop Base Cases and Load forecast for the following year.

End of March TOs provide complete local area and system base cases and load forecast 
for the following year to the ISO. [TOs already submit this information
along with proposed transmission projects as part of their participation in 
the CAISO’s transmission planning process.] 

April-May CAISO performs RAR Technical studies to determine the local areas and
the capacity requirements (in MWs) within those local areas.

May CAISO issues Draft RAR technical study which identifies the capacity 
requirements in each local area. 

May CAISO conducts Stakeholder Meeting(s) to discuss these RA locational
Requirements.

End of May CAISO issues Final RAR technical study with locational requirements.
End of May CAISO issues RFP for back-up reliability contracts.

June-July LSEs review options for meeting locational requirements and make
procurement.

Beginning of August CAISO receives LSE management decisions regarding their capacity 
contracts for meeting locational requirements.

Beginning of August Deadline for responses to CAISO’s RFP for back-up reliability contracts. 
August CAISO evaluates LSE decisions and proposals for CAISO back-up 

reliability contracts.
End of August CAISO management issues draft recommendation for CAISO back-up 

reliability contracts.
September CAISO issues final recommendation for back-up reliability contract

designation.
September The CAISO Board acts on Management's recommendation.

September 30 Notices of cancellation to be issued to units not needed for next year. 
September 30 LSEs’ year-ahead showing for locational capacity requirements.

October CAISO modifies or signs back-up reliability contracts and prepares FERC 
filing.

November 1 CAISO files with FERC on rates and back-up reliability contracts, as 
required for 60-day notice. 

January 1 Back-up reliability contracts take effect. 
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Local Capacity Requirements

CAISO recommends that the Commission adopt the CAISO proposed Local 
Capacity methodology because it provides the system security that should be a 
result of an effective resource adequacy program.

During the June 29th stakeholder meeting, many stakeholders were concerned about the 
quantity of capacity required as a result of the CAISO’s technical analysis to establish 
local capacity requirements.  The CAISO’s technical analysis to establish local capacity
requirements applies criteria that include BOTH planning and operating criterion in a 
manner consistent with NERC/WECC standards.  The CAISO described the operational 
impacts if certain contingencies were not accounted for in the local area analysis.  The
purpose of the local area capacity requirement is intended to define the quantity of 
capacity necessary to support real-time operations. Indeed, the Report appears to 
recognize that the reliability goals underlying the RAR must be addressed by stating, 
“[t]here must be enough resources to meet customer needs (adequacy) and enough of that 
capacity must be available when it is required (security).”  (Report at 19.)  The CAISO 
supports this characterization of the roles of adequacy and security.  How capacity is 
actually dispatched should be a function of the CAISO markets.  However, these markets
cannot ensure system security unless sufficient infrastructure exists prior to the real-time
need.

In particular, some parties were concerned about the application of operating requirement
that considers the loss of two transmission lines after the loss of either a generator or 
transmission line.  This scenario has the appearance of planning for a loss of three 
transmission elements. Current NERC/WECC planning criteria allow for load shedding
under such a contingency and would not mandate construction of new transmission
infrastructure.  However, NERC/WECC operating criteria require that after the loss of a 
single element the system operator must readjust and prepare for the next major
contingency.  As a result, the system operator must have additional infrastructure 
available, otherwise it will be forced to curtail load prior to the contingency.  It should be 
noted that only one of eleven identified load pockets is affected by the operating 
criterion.  Specifically, for the Los Angeles Basin the South of Lugo, the operating 
criteria considers the impact on load in southern California after the loss of one line and 
the potential loss of two additional 500kv lines. The Commission is familiar with this
scenario as it dealt with these reliability needs in D.04-07-028 on IOU procurement
practices.7

7 A corollary to the application of planning and operating criteria for determining local capacity 
obligations is the observation by stakeholders that because NERC/WECC criteria may permit load
curtailment by manual or special protective systems in certain circumstances, the planning process would
not attempt to identify a transmission solution.  The RA deliverability analysis provides a tool to identify
the contingencies and solve the problem by appropriate infrastructure levels, including demand response if
capable of meeting NERC/WECC requirements for operating reserves.  The selection of the appropriate
resource to address an identified reliability concern need not be addressed immediately, but the issue must
be addressed for the long-run efficiency of RAR and the Commission’s integrated planning processes. The
CAISO recommends that the Commission add this issue to the items that will be addressed in subsequent
RA phases.
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Finally, it should be emphasized that the foregoing contingency, if left unaddressed, 
would have a major, long-term major impact on the ability to serve load because on the
size of the MWs affected and the potential length of time to reconstruct the transmission
system in the event such conditions occur. Yet, even with this conservative criterion, 
sufficient capacity exists in the eastern Los Angeles Basin to meet the requirements and
therefore no new capacity is required to be constructed.  In sum, the Commission should 
approve the local area capacity methodology because it is an effective means to identify 
whether sufficient resources exist to meet customer needs (adequacy) based on the 
NERC/WECC planning and operating standards (security).

Local Capacity Operating Characteristics

For the operating characteristics of local capacity, please see Attachment A. 

3.B.2. CAISO Modification Of Its Current Reliability Must Run Contract Process
To Backstop Resource Adequacy-Based Local Capacity Procurement

12. The CPUC must affirm that local resource adequacy requirements imposed by the 
Phase II decision are intended to replace existing RMR contracts. The CPUC, 
CAISO and FERC must coordinate the transition out of the existing RMR
contracts to local RA requirements. These agencies must also coordinate to 
assure that CAISO backstop procurement cost allocation provides the correct
incentive for LSEs to comply with RAR and minimize the CAISO’s role in 
procurement.

The CAISO appreciates the Commission’s concern that the cost allocation rules 
developed by the CAISO and approved by FERC with respect to the Local Area 
Reliability Contracts (“LARCs”) do not undermine LSE incentives contract with local 
capacity and minimize reliance on the LARC backstop mechanism.  Generally, the cost 
allocation rules should conform to cost causation principles, which will vary depending
on the reason for the CAISO’s LARC intervention.  Where the CAISO utilizes the LARC
to make up for one or more LSE’s inability (i.e. market power) or unwillingness to 
procure the quantity necessary to satisfy their allocation of the capacity requirement for 
that particular local area, the CAISO anticipates allocating the cost of that contract to the 
deficient LSEs with an obligation in the particular local area.8  As previously noted by the 
CAISO, it is also possible that the CAISO may be compelled to utilize LARC if, despite 
LSE procurement of their local MW obligation, the configuration of units under LSE 
contract does not allow the CAISO to meet the criteria underlying the local capacity 
obligation.  The CAISO does not believe this will occur frequently and the CAISO will
attempt to minimize its likelihood by identifying those units in each local area that must
be procured to satisfy reliability or operating criteria.  Given that all LSEs with a local
obligation in the local area satisfied their requirement, but additional capacity was 

8 Of course, the Commission must ensure LSEs make the necessary procurement by establishing an
appropriate penalty for failure to comply with the RAR.
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required for reliability, the cost of such LARC contract should be allocated to all LSEs 
based on the ratio of each LSE’s obligation to the total local area requirement.  Finally,
while the CAISO does not anticipate the need to procure capacity except to fulfill local
capacity requirements, it CAISO cannot present preclude the possibility that a 
circumstance could arise that requires the CAISO to intervene by procuring “system”
capacity.  The reason for this unlikely intervention would have to be evaluated to 
determine the appropriate allocation consistent with cost causation principles.

Moreover, in D.04-10-035, the Commission noted that although RA was an essential 
service for California, it would not authorize LSEs to pay any price to acquire the 
necessary capacity.  The CAISO believes the Commission must now turn its attention to 
the matter of what price is just and reasonable for the procurement of RA resources.  The 
quantity of capacity required in the local areas is, in many cases, very near the total
amount available.  While this requirement does not inevitably result in the exercise of
market power by sellers of local capacity, it creates conditions for its exercise. Of equally 
concern is that this condition creates the opportunity for LSEs to seek to avoid the costs 
of meeting an RA requirement by asking the Commission for waiver from the RA 
procurement based on a claim of sellers’ market power.   Without a clear understanding 
of the Commission's view of the procurement price or formula for evaluating what 
constitutes a just and reasonable price, parties may expect the CAISO to step in and make 
significant procurement under its "backstop" role.  Such an outcome is not in keeping 
with the Commission's desire that LSEs are performing the majority of RA procurement
and the CAISO role is very minor.

Consistent with the Commission’s desire to minimize the CAISO’s procurement role, 
FERC is also not likely to support the notion of the CAISO engaging in significant RA 
procurement. Therefore, the Commission should provide further guidance in this order 
and/or consider an immediate proceeding to establish the just and reasonable price that
LSEs should be allowed.  This, along with a compliance program, will facilitate LSE 
procurement.

3.B.3. CAISO Replacement Of Its Current “Must Offer” Process With A New
System To Support Obligation For Resource Adequacy Resources

13. The CPUC, CAISO and FERC must coordinate efforts in determining the 
replacement requirements, and the schedule for elimination of, the CAISO’s 
existing “must offer” authority. 

See answer to 2.A.2.2 above. 

3.B.4. CAISO Development Of A Resource-Specific Qualifying Listing And Testing
Process

15. The CAISO must determine whether it is prepared to undertake these activities 
and respond to the CPUC in its comments on this report.
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Like many topics addressed by the Report, the characteristics of a testing process to 
determine qualifying capacity evolves from the near-term to the durable RA end-state.
The CAISO believes that the end-state must include provisions qualifying eligible 
capacity based on performance and/or availability standards that reward those suppliers 
that maintain and operate their resources in an efficient manner.  In D.04-10-035, the 
Commission agreed and included this topic in the “second generation” phase.  Whether
the performance standards calculate “unforced capacity,” as does the NYISO, or utilize 
specific availability criteria, as proposed by the NEISO, or some other variant, the need
to test and/or compile additional operating data to determine eligible capacity must be 
accommodated.  The CAISO accepts that it is likely the appropriate entity to administer
the performance standards and it is committed to ensuring that this enhancement to the 
RAR is realized.

Consistent with the adoption of performance metrics, the Report expects that “testing
[will] eventually be a part of this resource-specific qualifying capacity determination.”
D.04-10-035 adopted resource-specific formulas for determining qualified capacity.
Many of the formulas rely on the NERC GADS definition of Net Dependable Capacity 
(“NDC”), which is the maximum capacity of a unit modified for seasonal limitations over 
a specified period of time less the unit capability utilized for the unit’s station service or
auxiliaries.  Testing constitutes the means of ascertaining NDC.  Nevertheless, the Report
pragmatically recognizes that RA-specific testing protocols cannot be reasonably put in 
place and performed prior to the time the LSEs must procure and demonstrate RA 
compliance for June 2006.

In the near-term and prior to implementation of the durable RA program employing
performance standards, the CAISO recommends using reported values to set the
qualifying capacity of a specific resource.  The value should not change during the 
interim period prior to implementation of performance standards in order to promote
clarity in procurement.9  This is true despite the fact that the NDC for thermal units will 
vary by month because of changes in ambient air temperature.10 The NYISO, for 
instance, addresses this issue by creating a Summer Capability Period and a Winter
Capability Period for which separate testing must be conducted.  (See, NYISO Manual § 
4.2.)  Two points emerge from this reality. First, absent formal testing, it is unclear 
whether or to what extent a reported value benefits supply or load (i.e., a reported 
summer value may understate a combustion turbines winter capacity value).  Second, it 
also highlights the complexity created by establishing the monthly RA obligation on the 
peak for each month.

The CAISO already has much of the necessary reported information.  As part of the 
construction of the CAISO deliverability baseline analysis, the CAISO requested all

9 It should be noted that under the CAISO’s deliverability proposal, all existing resources will be
deemed deliverable based on the anticipation that identified constraints will be relieved by the participating
transmission owners through there upcoming transmission expansion plans.
10 As noted above, NDC incorporates seasonal limitations resulting from the effect of changes in
ambient air temperatures, which affect the operating capability of thermal units. As a general matter, the
output of a combustion turbine is related to the ambient air temperature in which the unit is operating. For
example, a combustion turbine will have a lower net output the hotter the ambient air temperature.
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suppliers provide its qualifying capacity based on the formulas set forth in D.04-10-035 
and assuming a one in two summer weather conditions.  The CAISO received values for 
approximately 70% of the units in its Control Area.   For those units that did not submit
values, the CAISO inserted the capacity value included in its Master File in order to 
complete the baseline analysis.  The Master File data, while sufficient for determining
deliverability, may reflect a value greater than RA qualifying capacity in some instances 
because it does not take seasonal limitations into consideration as does NDC.11

Therefore, the CAISO proposes that the Commission, in its Phase 2 order, specify that a 
unit cannot be considered a capacity resource unless it submits its qualified capacity 
value to the CAISO.  This requirement will be deemed satisfied by the prior submission
in response to the deliverability study. Others will have to submit values with 
documentation validating its conclusion.  The CAISO does not believe qualifying 
capacity constitutes confidential or proprietary information and that it should, and can, be 
posted shortly after the Phase 2 order.

4.A.1. Focus For Load Serving Entities’ Load Forecasting Efforts

17. The Commission should reaffirm the requirement that LSEs prepare and submit 
hourly load forecasts based on the “best estimates” approach. 

The CAISO agrees that LSEs should prepare and submit hourly forecasts during the
transition to a durable RA capacity-market end-state.  However, as noted above, the 
CAISO objected to adoption of a “best estimates” approach to LSE load forecasting in 
Phase 1 on the basis that it added complexity to the CEC’s forecasting effort and afforded 
greater opportunity for abuse and inaccuracy than the current customer approach.
Admittedly, many of the concerns regarding the best estimate approach are likely to be
muted in the near term by the current limitations on direct access and the requirements
for commencement of service by CCAs, both of which restrict the potential for 
substantial, unanticipated migration of load among LSEs.  As such, the CAISO can 
accept the best estimates approach, so long as the Commission restricts its endorsement
of this forecasting method to the interim implementation period and that the appropriate 
forecasting approach will be revisited during the evaluation and development process for 
a capacity market.

The provisional nature of the best estimate approach is consistent with D.04-10-035’s 
justification for its adoption.  The decision selected the best estimate approach on the 
ground that “resource adequacy commitments [should] be made in the context of the 
LSE’s own procurement efforts, and not some separate side requirement that does not 
connect to the realities of procurement.”  As noted by President Peevey in his ACR, an 
organized capacity market will provide LSEs with a means of addressing load migration.
The monthly auctions conducted under the eastern ISO models allow LSEs to utilize the 

11 The Master File data corresponds to a unit’s “PMAX.” The unit PMAX values identify the upper
limit on the quantity of energy and capacity that can be bid in CAISO and correspond to the “nameplate”
rating of the units.  “Nameplate” typically refers to the rated capability of the unit that is shown on a 
“nameplate” attached to the unit and reflects the capability of the unit under optimal operating conditions,
not high temperature conditions.
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current customer approach to accurately and efficiently procure their capacity 
obligations.  Thus, the Commission’s durable RAR should also envision the use of the 
current customer load forecasting approach.

4.B. Coincidence Adjustment Methodology

18. The Commission needs to choose from among two broad approaches to load 
forecast coincidence adjustments:

Methods using historic data, perhaps from one or more years, that can be 
implemented by LSEs as part of the preparation of preliminary load forecasts, 

Coincidence adjustments that utilize LSE-specific preliminary hourly load forecasts 
constitute a better fit with the “best estimate” load forecast approach.
Weighting/coincidence of past historical peaks can exhibit distinct differences (in 
geography and weather pattern) from future peaks.  Nonetheless, like the “best estimate”
forecast approach, the derived coincidence should be reality-checked against historic 
performance.  Due to the inherent uncertainty and inaccuracy in year-ahead forecasting, 
the determination of coincidence should avoid using the synchronized summation of 
individual LSE’s hourly forecasts.  Rather, a theoretical/generic peak load pattern should
be developed for each month; for example, a composite (non-coincident) peak pattern
compiled from each LSE’s highest peak hour (i.e., 16:00) load value for that month.

4.C.1. Allocation Of Impacts To Load Serving Entities 

19. The Commission needs to interpret the Topic 3-4 Working Proposal carefully as 
outlined in Appendix C and confirm those portions that fit within the framework
previously established in D.04-10-035, and reject those portions that do not. 

The CAISO supports the proposal to treat dispatchable DR programs as resources since 
the relief expected from these resources would be known in real-time and would be 
dispatchable.  For EE programs, the CAISO supports using the percentage of total IOU 
retail sales to determine an LSE’s share of that utility’s incremental EE impact. The 
CAISO also supports updating these percentages annually.  Finally, the CAISO supports 
the percentage of each LSE’s sale to the sum of all LSEs’ sales within a utility’s service
area to allocate that utility’s DR impact.  These percentages should also be updated 
annually.

4.C.2. Preparation Of Monthly And Hourly Impacts

20. The Commission should direct EE, DR, and DG measurement and evaluation 
efforts to support the hourly load shape impact assessments that are necessary to 
the inclusion of the impacts of policy-preferred resources within RAR. 

A majority of the EE and DR programs are within the SCE and PG&E service areas and, 
therefore, both PG&E and SCE have historical data to determine the actual curtailment
expected when these programs are initiated.  In the long term, the CAISO would prefer 
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only crediting LSEs sponsoring DR and EE programs.  However, in the interim due to the 
cost and complexity of adequately allocating credits to specific LSEs sponsoring these 
programs, the CAISO supports the PG&E and SCE approach to allocate incremental
impacts among all LSEs on a pro rata basis.

4.C.3. Responsibility To Quantify Effects Of Energy Efficiency, Demand Response, 
And Distributed Generation

22. The Commission should require IOUs and any independent evaluators to prepare 
EE, DR, or DG impacts according to the informational needs of RAR.

The three IOUs keep track of active participation in each of the EE, DR and DG 
programs within their respective service areas. In addition, the three IOUs are the 
repositories of historical information and are familiar with the expected response of each 
of these programs when called upon.  Thus, the CAISO supports the recommendation
that IOUs and applicable independent evaluators preparing EE, DR and DG impacts to 
provide the information to the CEC for review and adjustment.

4.D. Quantification & Allocation Of Distributed Generation Impacts To Load 
Serving Entities 

23. The Commission must determine whether a simple DG impact assessment 
methodology is acceptable for this round of RAR compliance, and that developing 
more sophisticated methodologies can be deferred to subsequent cycles.

For this round of RAR, the CAISO supports an approach that is transparent, equitable, 
and relatively easy to quantify and apply. 

4.E.1. Transmission & Unaccounted For Energy Estimates

24. The Commission must decide whether the simple transmission losses and UFE 
method proposed by the CAISO is acceptable. 

The CAISO supports the method it proposed during the Phase 2 workshops. 

5.A.3.6. Are We Heading In The Right Direction? What Are The Differences In 
Effects On Future Investment?

27. The Commission needs to determine whether to adopt a “Bottom-up” or “Top-
down” approach. Parties are encouraged to further detail the differences in grid 
operation and implementation between the two approaches. 

On balance, the CAISO supports the top-down (“TD”) approach.  The TD approach is 
more amendable to integration of a single standard capacity product.  The bottom-up
(“BU”) approach, in contrast, is inherently hostile to a uniform product because it follows 
an LSE’s load duration curve specifically to create time differentiated capacity products.
Consequently, under the TD approach, as existing products expire and must be replaced 
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by a conforming capacity product, the LSE’s portfolio will transition toward reliance on 
the standard product to be traded in the centralized market.  The conversion to a standard 
product following the BU would necessarily be more abrupt.  However, the CAISO notes 
that if an “after-the-fact” compliance program is adopted, the BU approach is likely to be 
more amenable.

Further, as noted in the CAISO’s prior comments, the principle difference between the
”pure” TD and the BU proposals is the sources for establishing the parameters of the 
resource’s obligation.  In the TD, the resource is obligated by rule, incorporated into RA 
agreements or through the CAISO tariff, to offer for all hours it is physically capable of 
running consistent with environmental or other regulatory limitations.  In contrast, the 
BU resources are limited only by their physical and regulatory limitations, but also by 
contractual offer periods, such as 24hrs, 16 hrs, 8 hrs.  This creates a possible impact on 
the CAISO’s ability to optimize resources. The CAISO dispatches resources on the basis
of system efficiency and conditions.  To the extent the pool of resources is limited by an 
LSE’s selection of its portfolio based on LSE expected load characteristics, inefficiencies
and potential operational issues may be introduced during the CAISO’s efforts to 
optimize resource dispatch on a system-wide basis.   However, the TD approach will also 
be subject to this inefficiency if existing contractual arrangements are deemed eligible to 
satisfy the RA obligation during a transition period.  However, this issue remains over the 
longer-term with the BU approach, but diminishes under the TD approach as LSEs 
transition to a standard capacity product, as described above.

The BU proponents contend that the BU counting rules prevent LSEs from relying too 
heavily on energy-limited resources so as to ensure that each LSE’s portfolio can meet
that LSE’s energy requirements as well as capacity obligations.  This is claimed to be a 
disadvantage of the TD.  However, it has been pointed out that high load periods can 
occur during off-peak times, especially Sundays.  Such time period would be identified 
on the BU LSE load duration curve as likely being satisfied by a peaking resource, i.e. 6 
x 16 or 5 x 8.  Yet, due to contractual limitations, the resource would not, in fact, be 
available to the corresponding point on the load duration curve.  Thus, the CAISO has
strongly advocated that an off-peak BU analysis must be implemented as a precondition 
to the CAISO’s support of a BU approach.

Nevertheless, it is true that if existing (contract based) resources are eligible to satisfy a 
TD approach, the same energy deficiency concern exists because the collective set of
resources offered to meet the peak hour may not include any off-peak resources.  The TD 
approach prepared on behalf of Mirant, attempts to address this problem by providing 
that an LSE cannot include more than the “maximum cumulative contribution” (“MCC”)
of specified resource categories, which are based on physical and contractual availability 
limitations.  (See, Exhibit 1 to “Top Down” Alternative to Joint Parties Proposal for Load 
Forecast and Year/Month Ahead Showing that Supports an All Hours RAR (“TD 
Proposal”).)  Therefore, from an energy perspective, the two approaches employ similar
remedial concepts to ensure that the energy sufficiency will be provided in all hours.
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Further, it is not clear that any great difference exists between the TD and BU approaches 
with regard to the implementation. Previously, the Joint Parties argue that the TD 
approach will require considerable effort to define the exceptions for RAR resources.
Both the BU and TD will require implementation of “use-plans” for use-limited
resources, the particulars of which are currently being developed in the CAISO’s MRTU 
process.  Intermittent resources, i.e., solar or wind, can be accommodated through the
CAISO’s Participating Intermittent Resource Program (“PIRP”).  In brief, so long as the 
resource schedules in accordance with CAISO provided forecasts, it would be deemed
available and having met its offer obligation.  As such, the CAISO believes that the 
universe of resources requiring this type of “exceptions” analysis is relatively small.

5.B. Dispatch Authority For Demand Response Programs

28. There are two issues the CPUC must consider in how it includes Demand 
Response programs within the RAR framework. First, is it appropriate to plan to 
use dispatchable DR programs up to the limits now established for each tariff
and/or program? Second, once DR programs are put forward as qualifying 
capacity as part of the compliance filings of each LSE, how do these programs 
actually get triggered should the LSE or the CAISO decide that they are needed?

Consistent with D.04-10-035, dispatchable loads should be classified as resources.  The 
Report correctly notes that counting certain DR programs may be inconsistent with the 
goal of RA to marshal sufficient resources to “avoid” emergencies and load interruptions.
This is particularly true for those current interruptible programs, such as the Schedule I-6 
rate, that are relied upon by the CAISO to provide short-term responses to emergency
conditions.  DR resources that are dispatchable for emergency use only conflict with the 
objectives of RA and should not be used in RA accounting.

However, D.04-35-10 appeared to articulate a compromise position by imposing a limit
on the quantity of 2-hour DR programs that can count toward an LSE’s RA obligation of 
.89% of monthly peak.  (D.04-10-035 at 27.) It is unclear whether this statement was 
intended to encompass DR programs triggered solely by emergency conditions.  If so, the 
CAISO agrees with the Report that the RA process avoid counting rules that dampen the 
effectiveness of RA to signal additional investment in infrastructure necessary to 
maintain reliability in the first instance.  Accordingly, the CAISO believes the 
Commission should further clarify a “loading order” that requires an LSE relying on DR
to meet its RA obligation to initially offer programs that are not triggered solely by a 
declared emergency. 12

Moreover, at least during the transition period and possibly longer depending on the 
nature of the dispatchable load programs and effectiveness, dispatchable loads should be 

12 It also should be recognized that many DR programs, such as air-conditioning cycling initiatives,
which are extremely effective and valuable in the peak summer months provide significantly less load relief
during the off-peak months. The ability to capture the seasonal variability in the counting protocols for the
initial June 2006 showing is likely to be impractical.
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restricted to satisfying an LSE’s system, not local, RA requirements.    Dispatchable
programs are not guaranteed to be available when called upon at their full value based on 
a variety of business needs.  Customers in dispatchable programs do not have load 
curtailment as their primary function and, therefore, it is not prudent to count on using 
these resources, in the initial instance, for local needs or up to the tariff limit for system 
purposes.  The CAISO defers to the CEC and IOUs to determine an appropriate measure
for estimating the load reduction from DR programs.

Apart from the foregoing limitations, dispatchable DR should have a similar qualification 
to be available for CAISO dispatch (be it directly or through the LSE) in full compliance
with their tariff provisions.  The costs of dispatchable DR programs are borne by 
ratepayers.  Ratepayers should obtain the benefit of this bargain by being able to utilize 
the resource to optimize the electrical system in a manner consistent with the terms of the 
agreement reflected in the program tariff.  In this regard, DR programs must be designed 
primarily to elicit customer response and participation and secondarily to conform to RA 
conventions.  However, for RA purposes, the different types of demand response 
programs can be broadly grouped into two categories:  (1) those that need curtailment
decisions day-ahead (e.g., need to know if they should shut down one of the factory mills 
for tomorrow), (2) those that can handle curtailment decisions within the Hour-
Ahead/Hour-Ahead Scheduling Process (“HASP”) or real-time. Compared to RA 
generation resources, the first category would be similar to long start units, and the 
second category similar to short-start units (or units able to provide non-spinning reserve 
from cold start).  Both categories can be subject to must offer, i.e., made available to the 
CAISO by submitting a schedule or bid. The first category would sell only in DA (be 
paid not to consume tomorrow); the second category could sell A/S DA (non-spin) and 
energy in RT if dispatched (to curtail).  So, unless a DR program is prohibited to act in 
one of these ways, it should count towards RA by meeting the must-offer obligation in 
the manner defined above.  Some demand programs may have use limits, similar to RA 
generation programs, which should not conflict with RA use limits. In other words, 
except for the use limit no additional conditions should be attached.  If a DR is able to 
sell non-spin, it can attach a Contingency Flag to the sale, and be assured that it would 
not be dispatched unless there is a contingency condition.   In that case it would count as 
RA.  However, if the DR is not responsive as non-spin (or a slow operating reserve that
the CAISO may define), and the DR resources does not want to be curtailed except under 
emergency, the CAISO believes such resource should not be counted as RA in the future.

5.B.1. Planning To Use Demand Response Program Capability As Qualifying 
Capacity

29. The Commission needs to resolve a series of questions that such a use-limited 
program raises: 

• Is a call capability limited to at most 4 days per summer month enough to say that 
this resource can be counted as qualifying capacity for each of the four months?

The LSE must submit an acceptable usage plan similar to that stipulated for other use
limited generation resources. The LSE should be given the opportunity to justify the 
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number of days for each summer month for these programs.  Therefore, if they would 
like to use the program for energy reasons more in August than June, the LSE should be 
able to justify the reason. However, in order to avoid undue reliance on capacity that is 
insufficient to meet system needs, the quantity of such limited capacity should be 
restricted to a certain percentage of peak load perhaps using a similar method reflected in 
appendix G of the Phase 1 workshop report.  Given that the level of DR for summer 2006 
is likely to remain reasonably static from its current level, the limits on such programs as 
qualifying capacity can be established at a later date.

• If four days per month is too few, then what is the minimum number of days that 
allows this DR program to be considered sufficiently flexible to serve as reserve?

The CAISO is very concerned that a program providing only 4 days in a month is 
potentially not enough.  However, this concern can be mitigated by limiting the 
magnitude of DR capacity.  The CAISO believes this topic warrants further discussion.

• Should DR programs with triggering conditions requiring CAISO emergency 
conditions be excluded as ineligible to be considered resource adequate, e.g. are there 
some dispatchable DR programs that should not be counted upon as a resource for 
resource adequacy, but held in reserve for true emergencies? If so, what level of capacity
should be held back? 

See above.

• What mechanism should be used to decide which programs should be retained for 
true emergencies and which ones should be modified for more regular use in a 
resource adequacy framework?

See above.

• For those programs for which it is acceptable to convert to use in resource
adequacy, should the triggering conditions of these programs be modified to allow 
DR to be scheduled through the CAISO on a Day Ahead basis?

The CAISO should be aware of the quantity and location of the DR programs and should 
have the ability to dispatch, but it is not necessary to have a day-ahead schedule.

• Should DR programs be exempted from the Day Ahead scheduling requirement, but 
be made available to the CAISO in some other way if system conditions warrant their 
use?

See above. 

5.B.2. CAISO Triggering Of Dispatchable Demand Response Programs

The issue at hand is to determine how compatible dispatchable DR programs are with the 
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dispatch and bidding protocols for non-DR resources. 

31. The Commission needs to resolve the following questions:

• What are the system conditions under which the CAISO is allowed to exercise its 
“system support rights” for DR nominated as resource adequacy resources by LSEs? 
Alternatively, are there supply/demand conditions for the IOU service areas that are 
the appropriate basis for triggering demand response programs designed for that 
service area alone? 

Demand Response programs can and will play an important role in Resource Adequacy.
The IOUs are fortunate to have various DR programs that offer an opportunity to be used 
to meet the IOUs RA requirements.  The CAISO and the CPUC should continue to work 
with the IOUs to determine acceptable triggering mechanisms for DR programs that are 
qualified to be used for the RA requirement.  Due to the diverse programs offered by the 
IOUs today, these programs should be re-evaluated and acceptable triggering 
mechanisms should be designed in these programs for 2007 and beyond (if acceptable 
triggers can not be created, then these programs will not be able to be qualified under the
RA requirements).  The IOUs should be allowed to implement the acceptable programs
based on the agreed upon triggers.  The CAISO should maintain the ability to trigger (or 
cause to trigger) the Emergency DR programs which as stated above, should not count 
for the RA requirements.

• Are these conditions the same as those for more flexible generation or energy 
limited generation?

No, the conditions are not the same.  Most parties, including the CAISO, operate under 
the presumption that DR is the last in the stack of RA resources.  To be clear, these are 
the DR resources that are not “participating load” and therefore reflecting their price for 
interruption with market bids. Rather, these are the load interruption programs that the 
Commission has designed under a specific set of assumptions and the costs are reflected 
in a specialized tariff. 

• If they are not the same, are they more restrictive, essentially creating some sort of 
queue for resources in which DR resources come last? 

See above. 

• If there is some sort of queuing, is there a hierarchy among the various dispatchable 
DR programs? 

The IOUs should clearly have a hierarchy determined for their DR programs.  Because 
the programs may be different for each of the IOU territories, it should be IOU specific.

5.C.1. The CAISO Methodology For Determining Import Capability

We ask the CAISO to outline the specific process in its comments to this report.
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A few stakeholders raised a concern that an import schedule value for a particular Branch 
Group could be abnormally low due to an anomalous condition occurring during one of 
the four peak hours selected to assess import deliverability.  In order to address this 
concern, the CAISO applied the following screening test to identify significantly
abnormal data for a particular Branch Group.  The specific process for adjusting the 
import levels would be similar to the process described below. 

Two tests were performed on the Branch Group data to screen for significantly abnormal
results.  The first test was applied to all Branch Groups and application of the second test 
was restricted to those Branch Groups identified by the first test.  The first test calculates
the average and Standard Deviation for each set of Branch Group data.  If the minimum
Scheduled Net Interchange value for a Branch Group deviated significantly from the 
average value for that Branch Group, then the second test was applied to that Branch 
Group.  It was assumed that the data fit a normal distribution and that 95% of the samples 
should be within 2 Standard Deviations of the average.  Therefore, a significant deviation 
from the average would be at least two Standard Deviations.  However, because of the 
small number of samples a less restrictive test was applied, and a significant deviation 
from the average was assumed to be a deviation of more than 1.3 Standard Deviations 
from the average (80% of the samples should be within 1.3 Standard Deviations of the 
Average).

If a significant deviation is observed following the first test, the second test is run that 
calculates the average Scheduled Net Interchange over a larger sample size representing 
the peak period.  If the average is larger than value for the sample peak days, the average 
is adopted.  If the peak days value exceeds the average, no adjustment is made.

For example, after applying the first test to each Branch Group, BLYTHE_BG, CFE_BG, 
and IID-SCE_BG were each flagged for further analysis. For these three identified 
Branch Groups, the average value among the hour 17 Scheduled Net Interchange (peak 
hour) values was calculated between July 1, and September 16 2004.  The average value 
over this larger sample of hours was less than the originally proposed value for the 
BLYTHE_BG and the CFE_BG, so no adjustments were made to these Branch Groups.
However, for the IID-SCE_BG the average over the larger sample of hours was 42 MW 
higher and, therefore,increased from 330 MW to 372 MW for this Branch Group.  The 
Allocatable Import MW was also slightly increased from 330 MW to 372 MW for this 
Branch Group.

In addition, the CAISO will request that all LSEs provide contract information regarding 
imports into the CAISO Control Area for consideration in the path-by-path study.  It is 
expected that this contract information will be embodied in the historical information
used in the study.  A few exceptions could exist because of the netting of imports and 
exports in the historical data.  For identified exceptions, the CAISO may need to adjust 
the import levels on certain paths and redo the analysis.
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5.C.2. Allocation Of Import Levels Among Load Serving Entities

Parties are encouraged to include a discussion of the option 3 in their report comments. 

A detailed description of option 3 was provided, entitled Accounting Credits for Import
Capacity (ACIC).  This option appears to algebraically add the Branch Group Import
capabilities determined by the CAISO to be deliverable into a Total Control Area import
capability and then allocate this amount to LSEs.  LSEs can then request to use their
allocated amount on any Branch Group.  Because this approach could result in the total
allocation on a particular Branch Group being overprescribed and undeliverable, this 
option requires the CAISO to perform an additional assessment on the desired allocations
to determine deliverability.   In this regard, the desired import amounts could be 
distributed across the various Branch Groups in a way that is inconsistent with historical 
usage and, therefore, has not been previously determined to be within the reliable 
operating region.  Therefore, the CAISO Deliverability analysis would need to include 
stability and post-transient analysis in addition to the thermal Deliverability analysis
described in the Deliverability Methodology.  Furthermore, an additional powerflow base 
case, which explicitly models unit commitment levels, would need to be developed to 
perform this stability and post-transient analysis.  Thus, while it is technically possible 
for greater quantities of import capacity, CAISO does not propose to perform this 
analysis because it cannot be accomplished in a timely manner that allows LSE 
procurement and showing prior to June 2006.

5.C.2.2. Evergreen Priority For Existing Commitments

The Commission will be able to make a more informed determination on this issue if 
Edison provides that information in its workshop report comments.

The CAISO’s long-term proposal for modifying import capacity relies on giving 
evergreen priority to existing commitments.

5.C.2.3. Import Capability Allocation For DWR Contracts

In the comments on the workshop report, parties should address how the deliverable 
portion of the contracts can or will be determined.

The CAISO supports SCE’s proposal to use the contracts historical delivery to assess the 
path on which contract will most likely be delivered.

5.C.2.5. “Use It Or Lose It” Provisions

36. Parties in their workshop comments should address whether the FPL/SCE 
alternative proposal for allocating based on share of peak load may resolve the 
needs for ‘use it or lose it’ provisions and the need for a secondary market for 
import shares.
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37. The Commission must decide if it wants to have an evergreen provision for
existing external resources that may count towards the RAR. If so, which 
resources are eligible, physical resources and/or contracts? If the Commission 
decides against an evergreen provision, then it must establish a means for selling 
and trading un-used allocations among LSEs and whether there should be a “use 
it or lose it” provision. Based on the workshop comments, the Commission will 
have to determine whether the FPL/SCE alternative proposal is a superior 
approach to the approach whereby the allocation would occur based on TAC 
contribution and how that approach addresses the outstanding issues outlined 
above.

During the May 9, 2005 Deliverability stakeholder meeting, stakeholders commented that 
there is a need to identify new import levels that go beyond the historical import levels 
that were preliminarily found to be deliverable.  The CAISO acknowledges that a 
mechanism is needed to modify the import deliverability levels going forward and such a 
mechanism may indeed increase the total import capacity beyond the initial levels for the 
introduction of resource adequacy. The development of a long-run import capacity 
methodology should be achieved through discussion with stakeholders because there will 
be many factors to consider and balance. For example: stakeholders have proposed that 
the CAISO conduct a sensitivity analysis prior to the implementation of resource 
adequacy in June 2006. Yet, the number of “sensitivities” is practically unlimited and
would require time consuming stability and post-transient analyses in addition to the 
thermal loading analysis addressed by the baseline study tools.  In addition, this type of 
analysis will involve an interplay with existing, and new, generation resources. It is 
essential that any new levels do not impact the deliverability of existing generation.
Further, any changes would undermine the import assumptions the CAISO is using to 
perform the Phase II deliverability study that is intended to establish the deliverability of 
all proposed new generation to be operational after summer 2006.  Finally, the CAISO 
believes that it would be in conflict with FERC Policy to assume a level of imports in the 
Deliverability Assessments that have not been used historically or do not have firm plans 
to be used in the future. In sum, CAISO initially used historical values to establish import 
levels that can be used for the introduction RA but supports moving to a more appropriate 
level setting methodology such as a contract basis for future Import capacity. Thus, the 
CPUC should add this issue to the list of topics for future RA phases.

5.C.3. Deliverability Of Resources In Generation Pockets

Parties should comment on the options above in their comments to this report.

The Report captures the principle conclusions of the CAISO’s preliminary deliverability
results and recommendation that existing units and imports be deemed deliverable so 
long as the participating transmission owners agree to complete those transmission
upgrades identified by the CAISO to relieve the majority of the constraints.  The CAISO 
Deliverability studies for imports and Generation pockets identified approximately 2300 
MWs of resources that would be derated if certain transmission projects are not 
undertaken.  The Report correctly notes that of the 933 MW of undeliverable capacity in 
PG&E’s service territory, all but 10 MW can be resolved by transmission upgrades 
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identified by PG&E, but not yet incorporated into its annual CAISO grid expansion plan.
All but approximately 170 MW of SCE’s 1100 MW of undeliverable capacity can also be 
relieved through relatively minor, and therefore likely cost effective, transmission or 
operational solutions.  Given the current stage of the CAISO’s annual grid planning 
process, it is unlikely that the transmission solutions can be included in the PTOs’ 2006 
grid expansion plan.  Accordingly, the CAISO would recommend that the proposal to 
consider existing resources deliverable be contingent on the transmission upgrades being 
complete by June 1, 2008.  It would also be appropriate for the CAISO to perform
economic evaluations of potential transmission solutions for the remaining MW (i.e., 10 
in PG&E, 170 in SCE, and 160 in SDG&E).  For these remaining undeliverable 
suppliers, if the upgrades are not identified as economic and therefore justified for IOU 
construction or, alternatively, funded by the impacted suppliers, the qualifying capacity 
of those resources must be lowered to account for the lack of deliverability.  The Large 
Generator Interconnection Procedures added to the CAISO Tariff on July 1, 2005 
requires that an assessment of deliverability of new generators be performed in a manner
that is consistent with how existing generators were assessed.  Failing to lower the 
qualifying capacity of existing undeliverable generation on a long-term basis could 
prohibit the CAISO from limiting the deliverability of transmission constrained new
generation projects for resource adequacy counting purposes. In the absence of a 
mechanism for reducing deliverability of constrained new generation, new generation 
developers may have insufficient incentive to sponsor necessary transmission upgrades. 

The allocation of economic benefits among market segments from this simplifying
assumption is uncertain without more detailed analysis.  On the one hand, LSEs are likely 
to benefit from reliance on existing resources without having to augment their RA 
procurement to compensate for deliverability based derates of existing capacity.  This is 
most notable for those undeliverable MW located within load pockets.  On the other 
hand, suppliers will benefit from higher qualifying capacity without the cost 
responsibility to achieve these higher levels. This applies for suppliers that will benefit 
from the transmission solutions as well as those that do not have identified solutions to 
the constraints.

Alternatively, the Commission may elect to enforce the identified derates immediately.  If
so, both PTOs and suppliers will have the incentives to make the cost effective
transmission upgrades and thus remove those derates that are most valuable for RA 
capacity.  The CAISO notes that if the Commission rejects the CAISO’s primary
recommendation and elects this alternative approach, then it must determine a method to 
allocate the derates across the appropriate generation resources.  In this case, the CAISO 
recommends a pro rate allocation of de-rates to suppliers in constrained generation 
pockets. The Commission should utilize the distribution or effectiveness factors of the 
units as described in the Generation Deliverability Straw-Person Proposal.  Ignoring these 
factors could result in an inefficient allocation and thus a much larger amount of 
generation requiring a de-rate.
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5.D.1. Existing Liquidated Damages Contracts & Transition Period

39. The Commission needs to decide whether (and to what extent) to grandfather 
existing LD contracts and allow them to count for resource adequacy. The 
Commission needs to determine how it will transition existing LD contracts into a 
RAR framework. 

The Commission must move decisively to remove LD contracts from the world of 
resource adequacy.  The fundamental purpose of RA is to evoke a forward planning an 
procurement process that seeks to ensure sufficient resources (adequacy) exist to serve
California loads in the real-time (security). However, the very nature of LD contracts are 
to allow the seller to determine whether it is in its financial interest to actually provide
energy under the contract or relay upon the CAISO markets to have sufficient supply to 
serve the load.  Under these circumstances, it is not clear how resources will recover the
necessary fixed costs to ensure they remain available to serve California. To address 
these issues the Commission has already defined the end-state as that which is capacity 
based.  This ensures that RA resources are physical, verifiable, and deliverable to 
California loads.  These principles cannot be assured prior to the real-time provision of 
reliable electric service if the Commission, working in concert with the CAISO, cannot 
determine the quantity of committed infrastructure, and whether these assets can be 
delivered to California.

That said, the CAISO understands that grandfathering existing LD contracts may be a 
necessary and expedient requirement.  As noted above, this assumes some level of 
grandfathering of LD contracts.

40. The Commission needs to decide if it will permit new LD contracts to count for 
resource adequacy and to determine if an appropriate “grace period” should be 
adopted to allow the market to develop a proper capacity product

There is no need to enter into new LDs. The Commission must adopt a capacity product 
definition or fundamental elements.  The CAISO is confident that the market will respond 
very quickly once this issue is decided. The introduction of the SVMG proposal is clear 
evidence that the market forces are already at work to respond to the new procurement
paradigm. The Commission should recognize that LSEs are only required to show 90% 
procurement in the year-ahead report. Thus, they have many months between the 
Commission decision and the need to show 100% procurement.  Comments by the 
workshop participants clearly indicated that a 90 -120 day period is sufficient to develop 
the new capacity based products.

41. The Commission needs to decide if it would permit waiver requests for an LSE to 
not meet its RAR. If the Commission determines that it would adopt a waiver, the 
Commission would need to establish the criteria under which a waiver request 
would apply. In comments, parties are asked to identify and propose the criteria 
the Commission may use if it chooses to adopt a waiver. 
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Waivers are unnecessary.  The Commission is already providing great deference to LSEs 
with the allowance for LDs to count.  To the extent that some LSEs (ESPs) claim they are 
unable to make the necessary procurement, then the Commission should consider the 
proposal wherein the IOUs will perform the full procurement and charge the LSEs within 
their service territory for the appropriate pro-rata costs. The Commission must be 
cautious about waivers of any kind because these will reduce the PRM on a one for one 
basis.  For example: if an ESP requests an waiver for 50 MW in the San Francisco Bay 
Area, then the PRM will be reduced by that full measure, including approximately 1% of 
the local area requirement.

5.E. Imports 

Since the issues raised by Powerex were not fully discussed in workshops, parties are 
encouraged to discuss the proposal in the comments to this report. 

43. The Commission will need to determine how to address the role of imports in 
meeting the Resource Adequacy Requirement. In workshop comments, parties 
should specifically address whether there are special circumstances for imports 
that would require an exemption from the determinations made with regard to: 1)
the availability, must-offer requirements, that internal generators are subject to; 
2) the resource specific provisions that are the objection of the “endstate’; and 3)
which import products constitute capacity as opposed to energy. 

Imports are not uniform.  The treatment of imports will differ depending on whether the 
import is resource contingent with dynamic scheduling capabilities or an import that is
not dispatchable in real-time (intra-hour).

The first group (dynamically scheduled imports) should be treated like internal resources 
with respect to availability/must offer, and resource specificity, but not for deliverability.
Eligibility for RA (sale of RA capacity) should be contingent upon a showing of ability to 
secure transmission in the intervening control areas.  Similar to the Phase 1 order, this
requires that the resource obtain transmission for the operating hours that cannot be 
curtailed for economic reasons or bumped by higher priority transmission.

With respect to the second group, the CAISO would prefer, as stated in Phase 1, that the 
non-dispatchable import be from a control area that agrees not to curtail delivery of the 
resource under scarcity conditions in the control area or the seller’s native load.  This is 
the typical practice in the eastern ISO capacity markets.  (NYISO Manual § 4.10.)
Nevertheless, the CAISO conceded in Phase 1 that under current market conditions, this 
arrangement was impractical such that the characteristics set forth in 5.E.1 reflect the 
appropriate counting rules for system imports.  Moreover, there would be no resource 
specificity requirement beyond identifying the import scheduling point and the LSE must 
have sufficient allocation of capacity at the import scheduling point to satisfy 
deliverability requirements.  What constitutes acceptable import “capacity” should be
revisited during the process of defining the durable capacity market construct.
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Contrary to the position taken by Powerex, the CAISO urges that the must offer 
obligation and waiver processes apply to non-dispatchable imports.  Since these are not 
physical resources, an issue to be resolved is whether such “resources” are treated like 
short start units (with must offer obligation continuing until the pre-dispatch time frame)
or if they can define their own minimum run time or start up time so that they may have 
to be committed (or receive a waiver) far in advance of real time. The CAISO prefers not 
to allow such resources to define their own minimum run time or start up, unless the 
import is “resource contingent”, and they have filed the resource’s characteristics with us 
(in our Master File).   For example, if the import is (1) dynamically scheduled AND (2) 
the dynamic schedule is tied to a specific resource, they can submit that resource’s 
technical characteristics (including start up time, minimum run time, etc. for inclusion in 
our Master File). In that case, if the resource is long start, the unit’s start up and minimum
run time define the import’s start up and minimum run time, along with must-offer 
waiver privileges of long start units.  Otherwise,  “amorphous” imports should be treated 
like short start units. 

The RA product could be either capacity or energy. If sold as capacity, it must still 
submit energy and/or Ancillary Services bids in the forward market unless granted a 
waiver.

5.F. Allocation Of DWR Contracts And Utility-Retained Generation, Including QF 
Contracts, To Non-Utility Load Serving Entities

“The Commission must decide whether any portion of the capacity value of the DWR 
contracts, QF contracts, and utility retained generation should be allocated to non-utility 
LSEs.”

Any such allocation must not create barriers that might prevent these resources from
being scheduled by LSEs and/or dispatched by the CAISO to meet reliability
requirements.  Such a barrier resulted, for example, from assignment to SDG&E of the 
unit dispatchable contracts for Alamitos 5 and 6.  These units were frequently not needed 
to meet SDG&E load and, therefore, not dispatched despite their potential effectiveness 
at meeting reliability needs in SCE’s service territory.

5.F.3. Allocation Issues For CPUC Decision

If the Commission decides this question in the affirmative, it must choose a method or 
methods for making such allocations. The general consensus reached at the February 8, 
2005 workshop is that the issues raised in connection with Topic 16 can be resolved by 
the Commission on the basis of comments and replies submitted in response to this 
workshop report. 

See above at 5.F.1. 
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5.G. Wind And Solar Resources Without Dispatchable Backup

45. The CPUC must establish a process for assessing generator capacity that will be
used by LSEs to meet their resource adequacy obligation. 

See below. 

5.G.1. How Much History Should Be Used For The Analysis?

46. The CPUC must decide whether a rolling three-year average of an individual
month’s generation is an appropriate historical benchmark for the next year’s 
expected generation. 

The CAISO believes a three-year average provides an appropriate historical measure of a 
unit’s expected future generation. 

47. The CPUC should establish a methodology for assessing generation capacity 
(and expected output) that does not unduly disadvantage renewable generation. 
One issue that should be examined closely is how to assess renewable generation 
assets that have been upgraded or repowered. 

Likewise, the CAISO cannot support a methodology that over-estimates peak-hour 
production from renewables, especially in light of current incentives to expand this 
generation sector over the next several years.  We believe other considerations (such as a 
wider assumption of peak period hours) works to the advantage of wind generation, and 
possibly overstates its contribution at peak.  For repowered sites that demonstrate
significant improvement in available output, the historical average will begin reflecting 
these effects after the first year of performance.

5.G.2. What Hours Should Be Used For Evaluation Of The Peak Period?

48. The Commission must decide whether the SO1 hours are an appropriate measure 
of the peak hours.

The CAISO recognizes that while SO1 hours do not necessarily align with the hours of 
actual peak, these hours offer convenience/simplicity for many participants.   Production 
from wind and solar resources can change dramatically across the afternoon hours.  The 
wider window of SO1 hours gives a somewhat added boost to these resources.  In the 
interest of closing this issue, the CAISO agrees to the SO1 hours of 12:00-6:00 for the 
summer months as the appropriate counting convention.  However, the CAISO does not 
support an open-ended definition for the non-summer months.  Therefore, if 12:00-6:00 is 
to be used, the CAISO recommends applying that period for all months of the year. 
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5.G.3. To What Degree Should Different Types Of Generators Be Measured 
Separately?

49. The Commission must decide whether generation should be calculated separately 
for each wind generation region. 

Barring the recognition of individual site performance, the CAISO supports a regionally-
based measure of wind units’ performance.

5.H. Energy-Limited Resources

51. The Commission must decide whether both aspects of the qualifying rule for 
energy-limited resources should be applied in the non-summer months or, in the 
alternative, it is not necessary to mandate that qualifying capacity must be able to 
operate for as many hours in the month as demand is expected to be above 90% of 
the month’s peak demand. 

Energy limited resources are “energy limited” not “availability limited.”  Pursuant to 
rules developed by the CAISO in its MRTU process, such suppliers will submit an annual 
plan with monthly breakdown, with the latter being updated every month for the 
remaining going forward months while respecting the total annual quota requirement and 
use limitation.  The monthly quota is then broken down to daily increments. These are all 
for energy limits, not capacity limits. Energy limited resources can (should be able to) 
provide Ancillary Services with a contingency flag to make sure they are dispatched only
under contingency conditions. To the extent that the CAISO can forecast ample Ancillary 
Services capacity for the off-peak period, the CAISO may grant a waiver for energy- 
limited resources for limited durations.  This means implicitly accepting as RA resources 
those resources that are not capable to produce enough energy to run for all hours, but 
qualify as Ancillary Service certified during some off peak months. To ensure there are 
not too many energy-limited resources of this type included as RA resources, a limit on 
the volume (total MW) of such resources and some priority order (e.g., first come first 
served) may need to be established taking into consideration the resource type and 
location.  However, such effort may be deferred to future RA proceedings.

5.I. Commercial On-Line Dates For New Resources

52. The Commission must decide whether the CAISO-CEC working proposal for 
COD status is appropriate and satisfactory. 

The CAISO supports the CAISO-CEC working proposal.

5.J.1.1. Timing Of CAISO Supplemental Procurement

53. Parties should include in their workshop report comments a discussion of how the 
100% forward local capacity requirement impacts the month ahead reporting 
obligation. Given the compressed timeframe to implement RAR (local and 
otherwise), parties should also comment on how to work through the first year’s 
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requirement. Parties are encouraged to propose options to meet the June 2006 
requirement.

The Commission should still require the first year-ahead report.  This will provide value 
to all parties because it is the first of many such reports to be created on an ongoing basis. 
By doing so, the Commission will ensure LSEs are making the necessary forward 
procurement and it provides the Commission/CEC/CAISO an opportunity to implement
and test the monitoring functions.  The load forecasting and local procurement are likely
to be the most in need of adjustment in this first year.  In this regard, prior to adoption of 
a durable capacity market, perhaps with the inclusion of a demand-curve to establish 
pricing, the Commission should be prepared to deal with the problem of what is a “just 
and unreasonable” price and what steps the Commission will take if LSEs indicate they
have encountered locational market power when trying to procure local capacity 
resources.

5.J.2. Reliability Criteria Within The Local Area

56. The Commission must decide whether the more stringent load forecasting and 
outage conditions for identifying local capacity requirements in the CAISO 
proposal should be accepted. 

The objective of the reliability criteria within the local area is to identify the minimum
capacity requirement for each identified local area while maximizing the utilization of
area transmission facilities to access capacity external to the local area for local area 
reliability needs. To the extent that the local area transmission capability is insufficient to 
meet the local area reliability needs, local capacity will be needed to provide for
operation of the CAISO Controlled Grid in accordance with applicable reliability
standards.  For purposes of the Study, the applicable reliability standards include both the 
CAISO’s established planning and operating standards. The planning and operations 
criteria used in performing the study are consistent with NERC/WECC/CAISO planning 
standards, as they may be modified, and will address system performance levels A, B and 
C.  In addition, the study methodology for determining the local area requirements
conforms to any operations procedures specific to each local area as well as the 
methodology in the CAISO/PTO’s regular planning studies. The CAISO’s existing 
Planning Standards require each PTO to plan their systems to conform to the CAISO 
Planning Standards. In addition, CAISO Operations identifies additional requirements
necessary to address certain operational contingencies required to meet real time
reliability.

The CAISO has been using the RMR contracts and the must offer obligation over the past 
several years to operate the grid reliably to meet local area operational requirements and 
manage intra-zonal congestion.  While it is the CAISO’s intent and long-term objective to 
phase out RMR Generation, any such transition must be done prudently over an 
appropriate timeframe. In the event that additional capacity is required above the amount
identified pursuant to the study and procured by the LSEs, the CAISO will have to 
procure the additional necessary capacity in a manner and timeframe as set forth 
elsewhere in these comments. It is, of course, the objective of the proposed Study 
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methodology and criteria to determine LSE procurement requirements that will fully 
satisfy the CAISO’s real-time operating needs under most system conditions, and thus to 
minimize the need for any additional procurement of capacity by the CAISO.

5.J.3. Allocation Of The Local Area Capacity Requirement Among Load Serving 
Entities

57. The Commission, CEC and CAISO should coordinate to determine the most
appropriate means to identify specific LSE responsibility for local capacity 
requirements based on location of end users. 

The CAISO that will soon be provide to stakeholders a list of substations that can be used 
to geographically draw the boundaries of each Local Area so that the affected LSEs can 
determine the loads within the pocket and which LSE is responsible for the local capacity
obligation that is associated with that load.  The CAISO understands that the PTOs will 
work with the LSEs in each load pocket to determine the proportion of obligation based 
on their proportion of load. 

5.J.4. Buyer Monopoly & Small Local Requirements

58. Parties should comment on the pooling approach to increase the ability of smaller 
LSEs to meet local requirements or the appropriateness of using penalties to 
procure for capacity the LSEs found unable to do. 

59. Parties may also suggest alternative approach that would enable them to meet 
local requirements. 

The pooling idea would be acceptable to the CAISO, as long as any resulting obligations
placed on participants are clearly established.

Penalties are appropriate under circumstances where the LSE was able to competitively
procure capacity, but failed to do so.  Such penalty must be in excess of the price of 
capacity to operate as a sufficient deterrent.  More importantly, the Commission should 
recognize that the CAISO does not have authority to limit or specify a price at which 
substitute or supplemental capacity could be procured.  In practice, the price for any 
reliability contract entered into by the CAISO would need to be approved and/or litigated
before FERC.  Since this price would be unknown until the conclusion of this FERC 
process, it is difficult for the CAISO to know what penalty might be necessary in order to 
cover the price of substitute or supplemental capacity procured by the CAISO plus 
provide an disincentive to rely on the CAISO as a backstop.

As the CAISO has noted previously in these comments, the Commission must be 
prepared to address this issue in a timely manner.  There are solutions to the pricing issue 
that have been developed in the eastern markets, for example the demand curve utilized 
by the NYISO.  The Commission needs to recognize that should the CAISO be required 
to enter into local capacity contracts, the FERC is very likely to modify the current 
pricing methodology to be more reflective of the capacity scarcity.
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6.A.1. Scope Of Load Forecasts Submitted

60. The Commission should confirm that it requires LSEs to submit to the CEC 
documented hourly load forecasts for all twelve months of the year as part of the 
year-ahead preliminary load forecast submissions each spring. 

The CAISO supports this obligation. 

6.A.2. Schedule For Submission Of Preliminary Load Forecasts

61. The Commission must choose an annual spring filing date for preliminary load 
forecasts submissions, and a special date for 2005 reflecting the preliminary
nature of the requirements for the first cycle. It must also choose a date by which 
final load forecasts are returned to LSEs. 

The CAISO has no specific recommendation.  The selected schedule for submittals
should provide adequate time for preparation and review by CEC staff and LSEs and 
completion of an expeditious dispute process.  Traditionally, the CAISO completes it’s 
own forecasting by the end of March; therefore, the CAISO would favor a late spring
submittal (March/April/May) of preliminary forecasts for convenience in comparison.

6.A.3. Documentation Requirements

62. The Commission must endorse a specific set of load forecast definitions and
documentation requirements that support the intended goals of developing 
acceptable, adjusted load forecasts for each LSE. Parties should provide
proposals for specific load forecasting definitions and documentation 
requirements.

The CAISO has no specific recommendations, provided that adequate clarity is provided 
around the terms and methodology of the process.

6.B.1. Plausibility Review of Individual Load Serving Entities’ Forecasts 

64. The Commission must determine at the outset, the process by which disputes will 
be resolved and how much the Commission should delegate to the CEC up-front 
to avoid further Commission decisions. The Commission must determine what 
process it will need to adopt to make the CEC’s load forecasts determinations 
final.

See response to 3.A.1 above. 

65. Since there is no resolution on the issues identified above, we ask parties to 
comment and provide options on how to streamline the process for the CEC to 
make final load forecasting determinations. 

See response to 3.A.1 above.
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6.B.2. Adjustments For Coincidence & Impacts Of Energy Efficiency, Demand 
Response And Distributed Generation

66. The Commission must determine at the outset, the process by which disputes will 
be resolved and how much the Commission should delegate to the CEC up-front 
to avoid further Commission decisions. The Commission must determine what 
process it will need to adopt to make the CEC’s load forecasts determinations 
final.

67. The CPUC must determine at the outset if it should delegate load-forecasting 
tasks to the CEC up-front to avoid further delays through Commission decisions. 

68. The Commission would benefit from fully understanding whether any appeal 
rights of an LSE should also be specified along with the process for such an 
appeal. We ask parties to comment and provide options for the Commission’s 
consideration to streamline and avoid delays or unnecessary Commission orders. 

See above. 

6.B.3. Review Of The Aggregation Of Load Serving Entities’ Forecasts

69. The Commission needs to decide whether it will direct the CEC to implement an 
aggregate load forecast comparison process, and to the extent that discrepancies 
exceed a specified threshold, such as one percent, that the CEC should make pro-
rata adjustments to all LSE load forecasts. 

See above. 

6.C.1. Tabulation Of Resources

70. The Commission needs to decide whether the reporting process and template 
proposed by the CAISO is generally acceptable and is sufficient to conduct the 
Year-Ahead resource tabulation review process, and if so to direct that it be 
modified to match the needs of whichever of the “top-down” or “bottom-up”
approaches described in Chapter 2 that the Commission selects. 

The CAISO supports the template and believes it is adaptable to either the top-down or 
bottom-up approach.  The Report indicated that the CAISO template failed to identify
resources marshaled to meet local capacity requirements.  This is incorrect.  The template
need not include this information because the CAISO is aware of which resources can be 
used to meet local capacity needs.  As such, the listing of resources/units is sufficient.
Nevertheless, the template can be modified to include this designation by the LSE.
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6.C.2. Local Resource Adequacy Reporting Requirements

71. The Commission’s Year-Ahead compliance filings must provide a means to 
demonstrate that each LSE serving load in a load pocket has acquired its fair 
share of local capacity requirements. 

As noted above, the CAISO that will soon provide to stakeholders a list of substations 
that can be used to geographically draw the boundaries of each Local Area so that the 
affected LSEs can determine the loads within the pocket and which LSE is responsible 
for the local capacity obligation that is associated with that load.  This will facilitate the
demonstration of each LSE’s compliance with its allocation of the local capacity 
requirement.

6.D. Review Of Year-Ahead Compliance Filings

73. The Commission must determine whether to approve the working proposal as 
further outlined in Appendix I. 

The CAISO supports the working proposal. 

6.E.1. Month-Ahead Reporting Timelines

74. The Commission must decide whether the month-ahead filing should be submitted
15 or 30 days prior to the operating month. 

75. The Commission must also decide whether to adopt the guiding principals for 
compliance developed by IEP and CAISO that were supported by workshop 
participants.

The CAISO supports option 2.  With respect to the IEP/CAISO proposal, see response to 
2.A.1 above. 

6.E.2. Compliance With Month-Ahead Reporting Requirements

76. The Commission must determine whether it will allow the month-ahead 
compliance filings to update for load migration or other load changes, and the 
various resource changes that may be important to address. The Commission
must also determine how any update opportunities given to LSEs might affect the 
100% year head local procurement requirement for all 12 months. 

Consistent with the need straightforward rules to facilitate implementation by June 2006, 
the CAISO generally supports SCE’s proposal.  The proposal does have the disadvantage 
of not permitting incorporation of more updated information regarding weather 
conditions and load growth.  Nevertheless, in the interim period, the CAISO believes that 
simplicity should prevail.  The CAISO does agree, however, that verified instances of 
load migration should be accommodated, if possible.  The CAISO does not purport to 
have a detailed proposal to account for load migration, but believes that any 
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accommodation should be allowed only where the load migration is agreed to and 
accounted for by both LSEs.  The LSEs must set forth the amount of transferred load and 
the identity of the loosing and gaining LSE.  The result must be no net change from the 
year-ahead forecasts.  Absent complete information, the transfer is rejected and the LSEs
must independently protect their respective rights.   The CAISO anticipates that a more
comprehensive mechanism to accommodate load migration will be part of the 
Commission’s proceeding to develop a capacity market.

6.E.3. Who Load Serving Entities Report To

77. As with Year-Ahead compliance review, the Commission must decide whether the 
CAISO should determine compliance with the year-ahead and month-ahead 
reports as part of an overall enforcement responsibility. 

The CAISO should determine compliance with the year-ahead and month-ahead reports.
However, to the extent the reports are deficient, the Commission should be the entity to 
impose and enforce sanctions resulting from non-compliance.  In addition to the 
compliance assessments, the timely access to information will allow the CAISO to “load” 
its operational systems with the expected resources for the upcoming RA period. 

6.F.1. Sanctions For LSEs Failing To Submit Or Submitting Incorrect Information

78. We ask parties to comment on the connection between the resource adequacy 
requirement time period and the time period used to impose penalties. The 
Commission will need to fully understand the appropriateness of imposing
sanctions over a different timeframe than its required resource adequacy. 

79. The CPUC should determine the level of penalties on LSEs that do not procure 
adequate resources. 

A central function of RA requirement is to provide a revenue stream that induces 
infrastructure investment by permitting suppliers to receive their going forward fixed 
costs not provided by mitigated energy markets.  Simply put, RA has a cost.  LSEs will 
naturally attempt to avoid these costs.  Accordingly, the RA requirement must have an 
economic consequence or it will fail.

Generally, regions that employ an installed or unforced capacity market calculate 
appropriate penalties for failure to procure based on an analysis of fixed-cost recovery 
curves.  The Report notes that the workshop participants agreed to a similar approach, 
which sets the penalty at three times the fixed cost for new CT capacity.  The CAISO 
accepts this rather crude proposal as an appropriate initial penalty level during the
transition.  This is especially true should the Commission modify its earlier decision by 
adopting a seasonal or annual RA obligation.

The CAISO also agrees that the use of monthly peaks to establish the RA obligation may
diminish the effectiveness of the foregoing penalty during the summer months when the 
value of capacity may near or exceed the penalty.  However, this imprecision may be 
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necessary to meet the June 2006 implementation date.  If the Commission elects to 
maintain the monthly RA obligation, the Commission should embark upon an effort to 
refine the penalty amount.

6.F.2. Sanctions on Generators Failing to Perform

80. The CPUC must decide whether or not to adopt the CPUC staff / CAISO proposal 
that splits the RA obligation between generators and LSEs. 

See response to 2.A.1 above. 

6.F.3. Administration Of Sanctions

81. The Commission must decide whether imposition of sanctions by the CAISO or 
the Commission is most compatible with effective enforcement of the RA 
requirements.

See response to 2.A.1 above 

6.G.1. Review Of Accuracy Of Load Forecasts

82. The Commission must determine whether after-the-fact review of load forecasting 
accuracy is desirable, and if so, how to conduct such review. 

See answer to 3.A.1 above. 

6.G.2. Review Of Performance Of Nominated Resources

83. The Commission must determine whether it wishes for a resource performance 
tracking process to be developed in addition to the generator obligations to be set 
forth in the ISO Tariff as discussed above.

84. The Commission must determine, whether the CAISO or some other organization 
is the appropriate entity to prepare these assessments. 

85. The Commission must determine whether the results will eventually be used in a 
manner that creates financial incentives for improved generator performance. 

See response to 3 above. 

6.G.3. General Features Of After-the-Fact Review Processes

86. The Commission must determine whether it wants to create an after-the-fact 
performance review process, and whether it wants this process to be 
informational or whether it wants ultimately this process to provide financial
incentives to LSEs to forecast load more accurately and their nominated 
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resources to perform at higher levels and respond more precisely to CAISO 
dispatch instructions. 

The performance of the Commission’s RA requirement must be monitored.  Each entity, 
including the CEC and CAISO, should provide the Commission with a report describing 
the performance of those areas for RA implementation under its responsibility.  This 
report should be provided for at least the first two years of the RA requirement.  The 
Commission can utilize these reports to initiate efforts to modify the RA requirement or 
to further refine the development of a capacity market.

III. ADDITIONAL TOPICS RAISED BY THE CAISO RELATED TO 
THE REPORT

A. Deliverability in Non-Summer Months 

The RA workshop discussions regarding the Planning Reserve Margin (PRM) have 
consistently looked at the determination of qualified capacity for peak operating 
conditions. The ISO proposed and this Commission adopted the notion that resources 
must be deliverable to load to meet the RAR counting provisions. In addition, the ISO 
deliverability assessment methodology is based on a set of assumptions for peak system
conditions. For example: all transmission lines and generators can be assumed to be in 
service. As a result, all of the pieces come together to reflect a picture where the peak 
load can be served effectively by the deliverable resources that qualify for RA counting.
However, as a result of the February 8, 2005, Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling 
requesting comments on, among other things, whether the LSE obligation should be 
based on an annual, monthly or seasonal peak, the CAISO further considered changes in 
a resource’s deliverability from the system peak (summer months) to the off-peak (non-
summer months).

The Commission has already determined that LSEs are required to procure sufficient 
capacity to meet their load plus a 15% PRM. Generally, this margin is intended to 
provide real-time operating reserves and compensate for such factors as load forecast 
error and resource forced outages. It was not intended to address deliverability limitations
because all qualified capacity is assumed to be deliverable as a condition for counting 
toward an RA obligation (D.04-10-035 confirmed that RA resources must be deliverable 
to load).  However, the CAISO recently concluded, based on a preliminary analysis of 
resource deliverability in non-summer months, that some resources are significantly less 
deliverable during the off-peak period.  As a result, if all resources are allowed to count 
towards a 15% PRM at the same levels as they contribute during the summer months, the 
uniform PRM would fail to ensure sufficient available resources during the non-summer
months.  Therefore, the CAISO recommends that the Commission compensate for this
issue by adopting a higher PRM for the non-summer months.  The amount of the increase 
and the reasons the increase should not pose a material burden on LSEs is addressed 
below.
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Three principle areas affect the deliverability of resources in the non-summer months.
These are lower off-peak load, transmission maintenance outages, and reduced imports
from tie-line maintenance outages. 
With respect to lower demand, during non-summer months generally less load exists in 
close proximity to generation and therefore will be lower than that included in the 
CAISO’s deliverability study.  As a result, the transmission system is expected to carry 
more of the resource’s output to loads located outside the generator’s electrical 
proximity.  If the transmission system is unable to carry the additional load, then the 
generation and import deliverability results based on peak conditions will overestimate
the deliverability for other hours of the year.

Planned transmission outages are typically not scheduled during summer peak load hours, 
so they do not need to be considered in the deliverability assessment for summer peak 
load conditions.  However, these outages need to be accounted for if adoption of a 
monthly PRM is to be effective in the non-summer months.  There are hundreds of 
transmission facilities for which unavailability will cause a direct impact on the 
deliverability of hundreds of generation units connected to the ISO Controlled Grid. The 
magnitude of this reduction can vary up to 1100 MW.  A few examples are shown below. 

Transmission Facility Planned Out Approximate Generation Deliverability
Reduction in MW 

Imperial Valley-Miguel 500 kV line 1100
Lugo 500/230 kV transformer 500-800
Table Mt. 500/230 kV transformer 600-900
Moss Landing-Metcalf 500 kV line 500
Every SPS requiring generation tripping for 
an N-1 condition 

50-1100

Similarly, there are hundreds of transmission facilities that can cause a direct impact on
the deliverability of imports into the CAISO Control Area if taken out of service for 
maintenance.  The capacity impacted by the unavailability of these lines is fairly
significant.  For example:

Transmission Facility Planned Out Approximate
Import
Deliverability
Reduction in 
MW

Approximate
ISO Allocation
Import
Reduction in 
MW

Palo Verde-Devers 500 kV line 600-2170 360-1302
Olinda-Tracy 500 kV line 1700 1020
Imperial Valley-Miguel 500 kV line 1180 708

In sum, performing a deliverability analysis of non-summer operating seasons would 
need to include consideration for these additional factors.  Yet, the ability to anticipate
the existence of any one, or combinations of these factors makes it almost impossible to 
establish a set of study assumptions that would result in new deliverability based 
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counting provisions for resources in non-summer months.  Furthermore, such an analysis 
would be more complex than the summer peak deliverability analysis, and would likely 
require the development of an entirely new methodology.  It is expected that such a study 
would require several months to establish an agreed upon methodology and several more
months to develop preliminary results. This does not seem practical for the 2006 RA 
compliance period.

As noted above, rather than embarking on an effort to precisely determine a level of 
deliverability for each unit during non-summer seasons, the CAISO recommends that the 
Commission compensate for this issue by adopting a higher PRM for the non-summer
months the CAISO recommends.  This solution is manageable and is unlikely to impose
on LSEs a meaningful increase in the administrative or cost burden associated with RA 
procurement.  Under a monthly or even seasonal RA obligation period, capacity prices 
will likely be high only during the peak periods when it is most valuable, and inexpensive
in the off-peak period when capacity is relatively more plentiful.  Accordingly, the 
incremental cost of procuring capacity for other the off-peak seasons may be minimal.
The CAISO’s approach would allow the same qualifying capacity for any single resource 
during any obligation period, but the LSEs aggregate procurement obligation would be 
adjusted for the potential that some resources are undeliverable during non-summer
months.  The CAISO’s analysis reveals that the level of deliverability derates during the 
off-peak for each problem area is a range. An estimate of these ranges in additional 
capacity is shown below. 

Description of Deliverability Issue Approximate
MW needed to 
Compensate for 
Problem

Approximate % of 
30,000 MW Monthly 
peak needed to 
Compensate for 
Problem

Deliverability Issues Caused by Off-Peak 
Load

800-1000 2.7-3.3

Generation Deliverability Issues Caused by 
Planned Transmission Outage 

500-1100 1.7-3.7

Import Deliverability Issues Caused by 
Planned Transmission Outage 

360-1302 1.2-4.3

1660-3502 5.5-11.7

Based on this information, the ISO recommends the Commission revise the standard 
15% PRM and order that LSEs procure an additional 8% (on a monthly peak load 
basis) of capacity during non-summer months.

B. Short Start Units

D.04-10-035 required that RA resources must make themselves available in 
the CAISO’s Day-Ahead Integrated Forward Market, including the Residual
Unit Commitment (“RUC”) process. The decision left open the question 
whether “short start” resources that are physically capable of responding to 
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changes in system conditions after the DA commitment process must make
themselves available to the CAISO in Hour-Ahead and/or real-time markets.
in accordance with dispatches have been made and any real-time operating 
condition is foreseen or actually occurs.as to what obligations are necessary 
after the DA/RUC unit commitments have been completed.  The CAISO 
believes the Commission should modify its earlier decision and extend the 
requirement for RA resources to make themselves available into real-time
where the resource is physically capable of performing on short notice.

Reliability (security) of the system requires that the system operator have the ability to 
call on units capable of meeting system needs.  In D.04-10-035, the Commission required 
that RA be made available to the CAISO in the Day-Ahead market and RUC.  The 
Commission did not address the specific obligations of short-start resources. Recognizing 
the need to balance the CAISO’s ability to rely upon short-start resources to reliably 
serve load and satisfy system reliability requirements and the desire to efficiently and 
fairly commit and dispatch short-start resources, the CAISO previously raised the short-
start issue in the context of its MRTU stakeholder process. 

At the May 18th and 19th MRTU meetings, the CAISO identified three options for 
defining the offer obligations of short-start resources: 

Option 1 – short-start resources must be available for commitment in the CAISO’s 
day-ahead market and RUC process.  To the extent committed by the CAISO in the 
day-ahead timeframe, such resources would receive appropriate compensation as well 
as the applicable real-time price if dispatched and would be available for dispatch in 
real time as needed. If not committed by the CAISO in the day-ahead timeframe,
short-start resources would be released from any obligation to be available in real-
time. Under this approach, the CAISO presumes that such resources will factor in 
anticipated market opportunities (revenues) when negotiating RA contracts with 
LSEs, including making themselves available with revised bids in the CAISO’s hour-
ahead market or HASP. 
Option 2 – short-start resources must stand ready for real-time commitment and 
dispatch by the CAISO.  Under this approach, the CAISO will issue day-ahead
commitment instructions to short-start resources that meet an identified need and any 
resources not selected must be held in reserve for possible real-time use. Under this 
approach, the CAISO presumes that such resources will require compensation for
holding their resource in reserve.
Option 3 – short-start resources must stand ready for real-time commitment and 
dispatch by the CAISO.  However, the CAISO attempts to design a mechanism where 
a portion of short-start resources could be released from any offer obligation after the 
day-ahead process.  Under this approach, the CAISO presumes that such resources 
will require compensation for holding their resource in reserve, but resource owners 
be in a better position to reduce the reservation cost because of opportunities to offer 
elsewhere.
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As evident from the foregoing options, the CAISO is sensitive to stakeholder interests in 
an obligation that allows short-start units flexibility to take advantage of other 
opportunities to sell their output in markets after the CAISO day-ahead commitment
process.  In considering the RA based must-offer obligation for short-start resources, a 
number of issues need to be addressed. First, the current MRTU design contemplates
retaining the offer obligation of short start units into real time dispatch.  Solid 
justifications support this design.   RUC is designed to utilize the CAISO load forecast 
and the Full-network model to determine the necessary resources to meet load plus the 
necessary operating reserves for the next day operations. Yet, this dispatch cannot foresee 
operational contingencies.13 In any given hour, the CAISO will need to carry sufficient 
resources to meet load plus its operating reserve requirements. The day-ahead/RUC 
dispatch is intended to meet these requirements with a day-ahead dispatch.  However, the 
forced outage of any resource will cause the CAISO to be below its requirements.  The 
WECC MORC requires the CAISO to restore this reserve in one hour from the 
precipitating event. Unfortunately, the CAISO is not able to foresee when, where, or the 
magnitude of these contingencies should they occur.  In addition, the IFM and RUC are 
designed to minimize, but cannot completely address, the need to respond to significant 
amounts of load ramping.  This occurs because the unit commitment algorithm considers 
the ability of available resources to ramp over sixty minutes from the mid-point of one 
hour to the mid-point of the next hour.  In the event extreme amounts of load are ramping 
up or down, there will remain a short period at the top of the hour where a fast ramping
resource is necessary to assist the committed units.  Thus, the CAISO believes it is 
necessary that RA based offer obligations require short-start resources to not only be 
available during the day-ahead market and RUC, but also available into real-time.

Further, stakeholders were concerned that such an obligation would add significant cost 
to the procurement of RA capacity.  If short-start resources are defined as those non-
hydro resources with the ability to perform a cold start in less than 2 hours, then 
approximately 100 units for a total of 7,000 MWs meet this criterion.14  However, a more
deliberate review of these resources yields two relevant points that mitigate potential cost 
impacts.  First, most of the short-start capacity is located within the eleven load pockets
defined by the local deliverability requirements.  As a result, it was agreed by all 
workshop participants that local capacity is required to be available for 24 hours of each 
day of the year.  Second, the additional short-start capacity that is outside the local areas
is most likely hydro facilities that provide great value to the CAISO control area.  Such 
assets are likely to be very active in the Ancillary Services markets or otherwise 
providing reserves to the CAISO.  These markets provide revenue opportunities to these 
resources that must be available to the CAISO after the day-ahead.  Finally, the CAISO 
MRTU deign allows for all scheduling coordinators to bid load for export into the day-
ahead market.  To the extent these loads clear the day-ahead market and can be served by 

13 These would include the scenario in which a long start unit is committed for the up coming day
but is unable to successfully start. The CAISO would initially look to acquire the replacement capacity 
from resources available in the HASP. However, any residual need must come from SS units. 
14 CAISO considers this population without hydro resources because hydro resources are likely to 
already be online during run-off conditions or be selected in the DA/RUC markets to provide ancillary
services. The hydro resources include an additional 139 units with a total capacity of 10,000 MWs.
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the resources making themselves available, the export will receive firm transmission
service from the CAISO.  Therefore, the CAISO does not believe the added requirement
to hold short-start units in the real-time will result in any demonstrable increase in 
capacity costs.

Regarding whether short-start units can receive waivers as proposed in Option 3, the 
CAISO wishes to make its unit commitment and offer requirements as cost effective as 
reasonably possible, while balancing its needs to achieve a reliable system.  Given the 
existing quantity and the potential for short-start resources to increase in the coming
years, it may be possible to allow for some resources to receive waivers from the RA 
based offer obligations.  However, based on the previous points regarding reliability 
needs and revenue opportunities under MRTU, the CAISO does not believe the time and 
level of effort to realize such an objective is justified in the foreseeable future.

Accordingly, the CAISO believes Option 2 is the most effective solution and the 
incremental cost, if any, for this operationally valuable subset of system resources is 
consistent with an effective resource adequacy framework to ensure sufficient capacity is 
available to California.  The Commission must clearly define the short-start offer 
obligation so resource owners and LSEs can appropriately price their respective
commitments and obligations. The CAISO believes the Commission should adopt such a 
reliability-based obligation on short-start resources and modify its earlier decision to 
extend the requirement for RA resources to make themselves available into real-time
where the resource is physically capable of performing on short notice as defined above.

C. Counting Resources with Planned Maintenance

The Joint Parties propose that resources having only a portion of the month scheduled for 
a planned maintenance outage should still be counted towards RAR because the CAISO 
is the outage coordination authority.

Under the Joint Parties’ approach, any significant period of the month means the CAISO 
has access to fewer resources.  To add further complication, many planned outages are 
delayed from their scheduled return and very few actually return early. Therefore, the 
CAISO would recommend that this notion only be allowed for planning purposes when 
the resource is expecting a maintenance need that is less than one fourth of the month
(one week).  Further, any outage approved by the CAISO will not negatively affect the
RAR obligation to be available to the CAISO. 
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